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Gray retains IIMFB presidency
Ritzi, Bradley win in elections
by Rick Lawes
Staff Writer
By a margin of over 200 votes, Steve
Ritzi and Chris Bradley were elected
student government presidents and
vice president Wednesday.
Ritzi and Bradley captured 1,207
votes, or 52.7 percent of the votes cast.
Rodney Labbe and Carol Wiley
finished second with votes, or 43
percent, while Paul Anderson and
Steven Holmes garnered 120 votes,or-------Rodney5.7 percent.
A total of 2,353- students turned out
to vote in Wednesday's campus-wide
election.
An ecstatic Ritzi was "very happy"
with the i victory,_ and said he was
"lookineforward to the work."
"The campaign was a lot of fun, but
it's tough selling yourself,'" Ritzi said.
Ritzi's running mate Bradley said
the election was a true picture of the
c'_udents views.
"It wasn't luck by any matter of
means," Bradley said. "It was a lot of
hard work."
Labbe said that he thought the
campaign was a fair one, and wished
Ritzi and Bradley the best of luck.
'I'm very pleased the student body
chose to elect Mr. Ritzi and Mr.
Bradley,:' Labbe said. "We did
everything we possibly could to win."
Labe said he is looking fotward to
working with Ritzi and Bradley as
UMaine Organization of Student
Government chairman, a position for
which he said he will run for
re-election in April.
Student Government Election Results 
President/Vice President Votes Percent
Steve Ritzi/
Chris Bradley
Labbe/
Carol Wiley °
Paul Anderson/
Steven Holmes
1,207 52.7
963 43.0%
120 5.7%
REFERENDUM—Shall the activity fee
be raised to $20 per semester?
Yes—
No —
932 39
1,351 57 Z
Wiley was equally magnanimous in
defeat.
"I think the world of them both
(Ritzi and Bradley)." Wiley said. "I
think it was a fair campaign on both
sides."
Wiley agreed that the students
presented their wishes.
"I think there's a misnomer. It
(see RESULTS page 12)
Activity fee
increase
defeated
by Rick Lawes
Staff Writer
The student body Wednesday
defeated a referendum that
would have raised the activity
fee from $15 to $20 per
semester. 1,351 students, or 57
percent of the vdting
voted against the referendum,
while 932 students or 39
pewent voted for the measure.
The remaining votes were
"uncommitted."
Student Government
President-elect Steve Ritzi said
the defeat of the increase
shouldn't "present itself as a
major obstacle."
Ritzi and running mate Chris
Bradley were running on two
major issues that were
dependent to some degree on
the raising of the activity fee,
but Ritzi said that both were
still a possibility.
"We should be able to lay
the ground work for it and we
should be able to see some
results from it," Ritzi said.
Bradley agreed, saying that
instead of student government
providing the funds to pay
personnel, much Abf the would
now have to be done by
students.
(see REFERENDUM page 12)
Johnson not seeking permanent presidency
by E.J. Vongher
Staff Writer
UMO history Professor Arthur M.
Johnson, Chancellor Patrick
McCarthy's nominee for acting pre%-
ident of the Orono campus, said he
will not seek the permanent presid-_
ency. but will strive to establish
UMO's reputation as one of academic
and service excellence.
Johnson said he was reluctant to
take the office at first, but he spoke
Communique
Thursday, Feb. 23
Al-Anon Meeting. Old Town
Room, Union. 11 a.m.
Faculty Forum on Religion.
Ham Room, Union. Noon.
French Language Table. Yellow
Dining Room, Hilltop. Noon.
News of the World Forum.
William Whitaker and
Katherine Musgrave: "Hunger
in the U.S.A. and the World."
Sutton Lounge, Union.
12:15 p.m.
15-Minute Noon Prayer.
Drummond Chapel, Union.
12:20 p.m.
(continued on page 10)
with the Chancellor who
every confidence.
McCarthy said everyone he spoke to
about the position felt Johnson was
highly qualified. Johnson received his
bachelor's and master's degrees
from Harvard University and a
clOcforate froin Vanclefbilt Vniveriity.
He has been involved with UMO since
1968.
Johnson said he has three priorities
he would like to see through. They are
excellence in education, service to the
statertand more efficiency in actions.
McCarthy said he and Johnson
"have a common interest in making
nUMO the best land-grant university
in New England."
McCarthy also said Johnson has
some fresh ideas and knows Maine
and the institution well.
"I've had three of the most
enjoyable days of my life talking to
Arthur about his ideas," McCarthy
said.
Johnson said UMO's service priority
was important.
•
"The university must be recognized
by the state as a first-class service
institution. I think the people of Maine
should get a first-class education
here,— Johnson said.
Johnson said the university has fine
research facilities and attracting
gave him fr kg'
UMaine Chancellor Patrick McCarthy (left) officially announced his
nominee for UMO acting president, Arthur M. Johnson, at a press
conference 3 p.m. Wednesday at the Alumni Center. (Hawkins photo)
research grant money is also "a high
priority."
McCarthy said the BOT also wants
to see more funds directed to Orono.
"We also share the aspiration of
making the university the best in the
state so it will be funded at the level it
should be funded at,— McCarthy said.
Johnson said he wants to get his -
priorities started and then let the new
president take over. He said he'd like
to be "out (as acting president) by the
first of September, but January is
more realistic."
A search committee must be formed
which will draw up a job description,
advertise it in the proper media and
then, through screenings and inter-
views, narrow the field of applicants to
about four. These candidates will be
submitted to the Board of Trtistees for
final approval. This process could take
from six to eighteen months.
_
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Five UMO interns assist Maine politicians
by Rod Eves
Staff Writer
Five UMO upperclassmen are
spending the spring semester in
Washington. D.C., working as internsin the offices of Maine's two senators
and two representatives, said the
"thictOt ine Congressional Intern-
ship Program.
Kenneth Palmer, who is also the
chairman of the political science
'department, said the five students will
spend approximately 18 weeks in
Washington and will be engaged in a
variety of jobs.
"They are given a wide range of
things to do," he said. "They may
work directly with a congressman's
constituents (by answering mail or
conducting tours), do research on a
particular bill or attend hearings."
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Three of the five interns are workingin the offices of Maine's two
representatives. Theresa McCarthy, a
senior political science major, and
Patrick Bedard, who majors in both
political science and philosophy, are
assigned to the. office of Olympia
Snowe while Peter Gore, a senior,
journalism major, is waling with John
McKernan.
The other two students selected for
the program, Rebecca Meinking. a
Ground water threatened by waste
-• 
-by Kerry Zabicki 
Staff Writer
New programs to dispose
chemical waste must be devel-
oped to prevent ground water
contamination in the state, two
state administrators said.
Robert Denny. director of the
Maine Pesticide Control Board.
said pesticide and chemical
disposal is a continuing problem
in Maine despite recent legisla-
tion to control disposal tech-
niques.
Two weeks ago Denny, several
legislators from Aroostook Coun-
ty. and about 10 pesticide dealers
met in Aroostook County to
discuss the recently enacted
pesticide container disposal law.
It was at that meeting that
concern was raised about pos-
sible ground water contamina-
tion in Presque Isle from
pesticides.
In 1975 the Environmental
Protection Agency sponsored
experiments at UMaine's Aroos-
took Farm in Presque Isle. The
Consult the Oracle!!
He will answer any and all questions
The Maine Campus presents
Psychic Steven Brown
Workshops Wednesday, Feb. 29 7-10 p.m. and
Thursday, March 1 7-10 p.m.
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union
Workshops will develop your ability to read People and
objects and obtain past, present and future information.
Workshops will also include instruction in:
psychic healing
meditation
self-hypnosis
creative visualization
energy channelling
Psychic readings available thurs 1-4in North Lown Room. All tickets $4Tickets, $4.00, available at
Memorial Union 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and at the Maine Campus
RESERVE NOW!!!
All proceeds go to Maine Campus Electronic News Room Fund
v1,,OUIV211,.
,e?
500 Main St.
Bangor, Maine
Every Thursday is
Heineken
Night
$1.05 all night
1=1=1
experiments were designed to
test the effectiveness of certain
disposal techniques. The exper-
iments involved burying more
than 700 empty pesticide con-
tainers, which were solicited
fromarea farmers, said Denny.
Tests of nearby ground water
and soil samples were to be taken
to determine if any residue from
the containers could be detected.
(see WASTE page 12)
Speaking of God
Today 1:30
Bears Den
0
Orono Campus Ministries
_ Precision Hair Cuts
Rod .to Roller, Long Hair,
and Spiral Wrap Perms
Color Weaves
Deep Pore Facial Cleans
Special Effect Coloring/
Open Evenings
y Appointnien
942-.078
44 Hammond Street
junior international affairs major, and
David Chamberlain. who is majoring
in political science and economics,
work for Senators William Cohen and.
George Mitchell. respectively.-
"The program is an excellent
experience." said McCarthy. "It
provides great ow-the-job ttaining and
introduces us to the entire legislative
process." She said she works, as do
all the interns, for 40 hours a week.
Chamberlain said the experience hehas acquired so far as an intern hagbeen the most important experience ofhis education` at LIMO.
"As an intern, I've had the chance
to participate in an actual working
situation and am given a good idea as
-to what a senator and his staff actuallydo," he said.
.''Just being in Washington, D.C. isb-Ond to teach you something." saidGore.' "The facilities you have accessto down here are tremendous.-
--Rainier said the interns are given
access to all the important hearings,including the President's State of the
Union Address, and are free to wanderthrough the city during th0ir off hours.
I ,
The Congressional Ittternship Pro-
gram, the only one of its kind in the
state, was started in ,I958 by Edward
F. Dow, chairman/of the political
tshceiencocengdrespsamrtemne7 from 1932-66.
"It is a very poPular program r
said.
"While the st dents gain valuable
experience, t, ev also make a
significant contribution in the office. It
is definitely ,a two-way street."
The five students Were chosen froht
a field of b7ween 10 and 25 applicants
by a joint/ faculty-student committee,
Palmer paid. The committee was
composufd of the four interns from the
previous semester and four professors
from the political science department.
"We look for basically two things in
the applicants when we decide who is
acqepted. We look for a strong
ac demic record and an ability on the
part of the applicant to work well with
/
people," he said.
' This second quality is demonstrated
through the student's extracurricular
activities (on- and off-campus) and
through a personal interview with the
committee members, Palmer said.
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House found in shambles
Phi Eta at odds with Delta Tau
by Mike Harman
Staff Writer
A break-in on the night of Jan. 10-11
which left muck ?.-f, the first floor of Phi
Eta kappa in shambles has left that
fraternity at odds with neighboring
Delta Tau Delta and disappointed with
the UMO Police Department.
Phi Eta President Richard Faulkner
said two antique oval windows each
valued at 51.000, were smashed, as
were eight panes of a sash window.
Member 'Mitch Blunt said two other
sash windows were smashed in with
stackspf bound newspapers that had
beedleft on Phi Eta's porch Christmas
break. Blunt said, "They hit us
everywhere it counts."
Blunt / said once inside, the
perpetriitor(s) destroyed Phi Eta's
trophy' case. 'Mot of the trophies
had been put away btit there were still
about 20 of them in the case. Those
were thrown around and eight of them
broken. The trophy case was made of
glass, and it was completely smashed.
Pictures of Worrd War I and World
War II brothers who died in the service
of our country, pictures that have great
sentimental value, were 'Frisbee'd'
across the room and smashed. A
chandelier, a couple of TV sets, a
composite picture and a Mr. Coffee
were smashed. "The break-in was
discovered-the morning of Jan. 11 by
the UMOPD.
Faulkner said the UMOPD told him
they had found two sets of tracks
leading to Delta Tau and two leading
to Sigma Alpha Epsilon. "That night
there had been a keg at Delta Tau
Delta. The House wasn't supposed to
be open, but it was."
He said that at the first UMFB
meeting, Delta Tau's president discus-
sed it. "We know who did it. So do
they, (Delta Tau)," Faulkner said.
Phi Eta member Jim Hatch said,
"Jon Sorenson, (a Delta Tau member)
came over here campaigning.
(Sorenson was running for UMFB
president). When we asked him about
it. he said, "I know for a fact (a Delta
Tau member) did it."
Vice President Tim Norton said,
"There was only one person staying
there that night with house approval.
That was Mark Hedler." (Hedler has
not been implicated in the incident by
Delta Tau, Phi Eta or the UMOPD).
"We guarantee this is not a House
aftion," Norton said.,
"One of our brothers has left
because of pressure from the other
brothers, but he left on his own. We
did not 'boot him out.' We're
cooperating 100 percent witit the
UMOPD. We've been asked for
witnesses and we've provided them.
We have no proof, either way, of this
person's involvement," Norton said.
Sorenson said, "At Phi Eta Kappa,
said I had reason to believe (Delta Tau)
was involved, but I had no concrete
evidence."
Norton said, "Without proof,
there's no -Way we can take action."
Norton said the Delta Tau member
who left was pressured to leave
"because of past relations with the
House, and we have inter-fraternity
relations to think about."
Sorenson said, "We'd like this to
come to a final conclusion so we cT
get this thing settled."
Faulkner said .he was disappointed
with UMOPD's handling of the
incident. "Officer Terry Walsh. a
Delta Tau Delta brother, came over to
tell us what was going on after break.
He said they had talked to a dumber of
Sigma Alph Epsilon and Delta Tau
Delta brothers, and none of them knew
anything,"
"Three weeks late, a UMOPD
(see FRATERNITY page 11)
Classifieds
FOR SALE: I air EV Dominator
P. A. Speakers. Excellent Condition
Asking $750.00. Contact Randy Crockett
in Lord Hall.
RAFT GUIDES WANTED. Unicorn
Rafting Expeditions will be on campus to
interview prospective guides on March I.
Training available. Contact Job Locator
Program, Career Planning & Placement,
Wingate Hall. 581-1343.
"COME TO THE MOUNTAINS"
Top Brother/Sister Camps in Poconos of
Pennsylvania, June 25-August 21
Counselor Positions available: Tennis, arts
and crafts, photography, rock climbing,
computer, scouting, waterfront (WSI), all
land sports, and drama. Call (215)887-
9700 or write to M. Black 407 Benson
East, Jenkintown, PA 19046.
Big screen skiing and surfing
video!
Prizes of sunglasses and ski
goggles to the best dressed male
and female surfers and ski
bums!
Due to a conflict of interest
beer can not be served.
hosted
by the
'stompers'
Lengyl Gym Friday, March 2,
9:00-11:00
rickets in advance:
Students 5.00, General 6.00
Day of show:
Students 6.00, General 7.00
On sale in the Memorial Union or
call 581-1802
All other festivities will go on!
Phi Eta Kappa fraternity house showing antique oval windows beforedamage. (File photo)
Marilyri Chambers in
Rated X
Friday, February 24
137 Bennett Hall
$2.00
Presented by U.M.O.
Tickets on sale Friday
5:30 at Bennett Hall
Shows at
6, 8, 10, 12
Men's Rugby Club
FRIDAY, FEB. 24, 1984
AT 8:00 p.m.
HAUCK AUDITORIUM
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT ORONO
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
MANO RECITAL
Naucka 11orunici3ku
Works By:
BACH
SCHUBERT
DEBUSSY
MOZART
CHOPIN
ADMISSION $1 00 BENEFIT MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP FUND
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World/U.S. News
U.S. stops
WASHINGTON (APT—The%nited
States has suspended shipments of
tanks and armored troop carriers to
Lebanon's battered army because of
uncertainty over its future as a fighting
force, administration officials said
Wednesday.
The officials, who requested arm=
nymity. said the administration is
studying what to do about leaving
American military trainers in Lebanon.
"Everything's in a state of flux,"
said one official. "If there is
something to save, we'll do so."
Meanwhile, sources said the Israeli 
are trying to reform remnants of a
shattered Lebanese army brigade into
a unit that eould_serve to help  _defend
an Israeli-occupied zone in southern
Lebanon.
Although the Lebanese army has
been badly shaken by desertion and a
number of defeats by anti-government
militias, administration spokesmen
have tried to appear confident that the
.5.-trained Lebanese army can be
d to fighting trim.
1
1
shipments of tanks to Lebanon
One official estimated thit some
to 60 percent of the 37,000-man
Lebanese army remains intact even
though two brigades were defeated
last week as the government of
President Amin Gemayel tottered.
According to Pentagon records, the
United States already has delivered
102 M-48A5 tanks, 230 armored troop
carriers and 25 artillery pieces. plus
assorted small arms and ammunition.
The value of these deliveries, begun
in 1982, is estimated by the Pentagon
at about $600 million. The Defense
Department said the Lebanese paid
$475 million of this, with the
remainder covered by loans.
-Clearly,—the--.
 
U.-ST officials are
concerned about the possibility' that
U.S.-supplied weapons and equipment
may end up in the hands of
anti-government Druse and Shiite
militiamen-There have been reports
that the Lebanese 4th Brigade 0
discarded U.S. furnished tanks and
armored personnel carriers when it
was defeated south of Beirut.
 11 01
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An additional 30 or so tanks and
about 230 armored personnel carriers
still are in the pipeline awaiting
delivery by the United States.
Acknowledging that equipment
shipments have been suspended. one
official said. We want to be sure
there is somebody there to receive
them."
The U.S. policy aimed at strength-
ening the Gemayel government has
rested in large part on a belief that the
weak Lebanese army, traditionally
split by religious differences. could be
forged into a significant force to
stablish security in the country. 
However, attempted political solu-
tions have fallen apart, the Syrianshave refused to withdraw, the Israelis
have pulled back only part way and the
Gemayel government is crumbling.
U.S. military specialists have been
training Lebanese troops for more than
a year.
When President Reagan announced
that the United States would gradually
withdraw its 1,300 Marines, he said
that, ''U.S. military personnel will
remain,on the ground in Lebanon for
trainitig Mid equipping the Lebanese
army and protecting the remaining
personnel"-at the embassy and other
U.S. locations _in -the-Beirut- area.
Abortion may be justified
during last trimester
BOSTON (AP)—In rare cases,
abortion is '!rporally justifiable"
during the last three months of
pregnancy, but only if physicians are
sure the fetus is certain to die or have
no mental awareness, a group of
doctors contends.
Abortions are frequently denied
after 24 weeks of development, the
point at which the fetus may be able to
survive on its own outside the womb.
In its landmark deCision in 1973, the
Supreme Court said specifically that
abortions are permissible during the
last three months of pregnancy "to
preserve the jife or health of the
mother."
A report in Thursday's New
England Journal of Medicine argues
that these third-trimester abortions
are also permissible if the fetus is sobadly deformed that it is sure to die
within a few weeks or is "character-ized by the total or virtual absence of
cognitive function." In addition, it
said, physicians must have foolproof
tests to spot the problem.
The doctors were able to identifyjust the disorder that fulfills these
guidelines, a fatal brain malformation
called aneocephaly. But as prenatal
tests get better, they said, a few
other defects may also qualify.
The report was written by Dr. Frank
A. Chervenak of Mt. Sinai School of
Medicine in New York and experts
from Yale and 'Georgetown Universi-
ties.
They said that during a five-year
period at Yale-New Haven Medical
Center, doctors used sonograph tests
to diagnose 28 cases of aneocephaly.
All the mothers chose to have
abortions, even though 10 of them
were in their third trimester of
pregnancy.
Some doctors are willing to perform
second-trimester abortions when fe-
tuses are shown to have the blood
disorders thalassemia, hemophilia or
sickle-cell anemia. Others are done
when tests reveal Down's syndrome.
"In our view, third-trimester termi-
nation for these fetal abnormalities—
at the stage when the fetus is or maybe capable of independent survival—is
not morally justified," they write.
"Not only could most fetuses affected
with these disorders survive infancy
and become cognitive beings, they
could also have a greater opportunityfor a meaningful existence than isgenerally appreciated."
To master your career in business, see
The Specialist. ..Bentley Graduate School.
Organizations in todaVs complex busi-
ness world need both competent general
managers and skilled specialists with ex-pertise in specific business functions.That's why Bentley College offers stu-dents a choice of five different graduatebusiness programs
You can select from four specialized
master of science programs, in accoynt-
ancy, computer information systems,Ji-
nance or taxation, to complement your
undergraduate degree in liberal arts, sci-
ence, or business. Or Choose our uniqueMBA program that, unlike most other
MBAs, is tied into our specialized pro-grams, allowing you six areas of concentr'a-
tion plus interaction with fellow students
and professors with specialized perspec-tives
Located just nine miles from Boston on
Route 128, Massachusetts high-technol-
ogy highway, Bentley College offers grad-
uate programs that mirror the real-worldbusiness environment where general man-
agers and their more specialized col-leagues work hand-in-hand to achieve
success for their organizations and their
own careers
If you're looking to be the master of
your business future, see The Special-ist. Send this coupon to the Bentley
College Graduate School or call(617)891-2108.
on Bentley CollegeGraduate SchoolWaltham, MA 02254
El YES, I'd like to learn more. Please send meinformation on the following programs:
11 MS in Accountancy H MS in Taxation
H MS in Computer H MS in FinanceInformation Systems
1 Master in Business Administration
I am interested in: 11 Full-time (-1 Part-time
study study
Name 
Street 
City State Zip 
College 
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Democratic,hopeful may quit after NH
DERRY, N.H. (AP)—Former Flor-
ida Gov. Reubin Askew said Wednes-
day he may drop out of the race for the
Democratic presidential nomination if
he doesn't finish in the top 'four in New
Hampshire's earliest state • primary
Tuesday.
.2 •
' The determining factor, Askew said,
will be how Sen. John Glenn of Ohio
fares. He said a poor showing by
Glenn would make room for another
Democrat to emerge as the alternative
to front-runner Walter Mondale in
several, southern contests March 13,
and he doubts the more liberal Sen.
Gary Hart of Colorado would fill the
"There's no question if I don't do as
well as I think I should do in New
Hampshire, it becomes another period
of assessment," Askew said during a
taped interview with television station
WNDS. "I'd like to finish in the top
half."
In hitching his star to his rival from
Ohio, Askew is hoping Glenn's setback
in the Iowa caucuses will spill into New
Hampshire and breathe new life into
his own longshot candidacy.
Askew finished 'ahead of only Sen.
Ernest Hollings of South Carolina in
Iowa, a contest HtirIlings sat out
because of limited resources.
"I'm going to have to, obviously,
have a better showing in New
Hampshire than I did in Iowa in order
to get into super Tuesday," Askew
said of the March 13 contests,
He attributed his back-of-the-pack
Iowa finish to the caucus system,
which Askew said makes it possible for
one group to dominate the turnout and
pick a winner.
Mondale's first place—which puthim 3-1 over second
-place finisher
Hart—was credited largely to his
organization and the efforts of
organized labor.
Askew said he had hoped to win the
support of mainstream Democrats,
who apparently "forgot to vote."
Although candid about his lack of
confidence in his ability to stay in the
race. Askew cited significant differ-
ences between *w Hampshire and
Iowa as the fcey to his survival.
"Ve've got a better organization in
New Hampshire," he said, adding that
the direct vote primary,, provides an
easier forum in which to compete.
In Askew's opinion, both he and
Glenn would have done better if the
loWa contest had been a primary.
•
Asked what he needed most to boost
his candidacy before Iowa, Askew
answered more money.
"We simply haven't got the money
we would'ye liked -to have gotten,"
Askew said.
He predicted the field of eight
major Democratic candidates will
dwindle to four after New Hampshire
voters speak next week.
Later. Askew toured a senior center
in Salem where several lunchtime
diners asked him to repeat his name.
One woman, who asked him to write it
down, was disapponted' when Askew
told her that because the center
received federal money he was not
allowed to distribute any literature.
"Good luck to you," Askew said as
he departed.
"Good luck to you," she responded.
Two fugitives kill husband, abduct wife
KNOXVILLE, Tenn: (AP)—Two
fugitives from a prison work gang
shot and killed a retired tire dealer
during a family cookout, then took
his wife hostage on a five-hour drive
across Tennessee before releasing her
early Wednesday, police said.
Elizabeth Windrow, 55, who lives
on a farm near Brownsville in
western Tennessee, was set free after
her captors pulled into a highway
rest stop about 15 miles from
Knoxville in eastern Tennessee. She
said they told her to lie on the
floorboard and count to 500, then
they drove away in another car.
"Apparently people were waiting
to pick them up," said Dick
Baumbach, a state Correction
Department spokesman.
The fugitives—identified as James
Clegg, 30, of Bristol and Ronald
Lee Freeman, 41, of
Knoxville—were among five inmates
who dug up hidden pistols Saturday,
overpowered their guards, and fled
from Fort Pillow State Prison in a
stolen car. Two other inmates have
been recaptured.
. The two told Windrow
"they were not going to be taken
alive," said David Davenport, an
agent of the Tennessee Bureau of
Investigation.
Clegg was serving a life sentence
as a habitual criminal, and Freeman
was serving 198 years for 4nurdering
his wife and stepdaughter.
Windrow told detectives the
fugutives bragged that they had been
on her farm for two days and hid
themselves so well that searchers in
a helicopter failed to see them.
Davenport said her 59-year-old
husband was grilling steaks in the
yard when the convicts approached
the house at about 6 p.m. Tuesday
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Her husband was carrying a .45-
caliber pistol because he heard the
escaped convicts might be in the
area, she said.
"The reports indicate the vidtim
pulled his .4i at the house and
they shot and killed him with their
pistols," Baumbach said.
Windrow told detectives she
dion't see the convicts shoot her
husband, but they allowed her to be
with him briefly before forcing her
into her car and driving to
Knoxville.
Since escaping, the convicts have
stolen four cars, including the
Windrows', Baumbach said.
Riley Arzaheaux, 26, of Memphis,
serving 25 years for second-degree
murder, was taken into custody
Tuesday after a 'Bible quoting
grandmother who gave him
breakfast convinced him to give up.
Randolph Oliver, 33, serving six
life sentences for murder and rape,
was captured Sunday morning while
hitchhiking along U.S. Highway 70
near Brownsville. He was unarmed.
Another fugitive, Sylvester
Alexander,' 33. of Memphis. serving
40 years for robbery, hasn't been
seen since Saturday, but is thought
to still be in Western Tennessee,
Baumbach said.
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$25.7 million in new bonds for endorsement
AUGUSTA (AP)—Lawmakers will
be asked to endorse at least $25.7
million in new bonds this year, an aide
to Goy. Joseph E. Brennan said
Wednesday, and pending requests
from the state University and
vocational-techincal institutes could
more than double the figure.
Richard S. Davies said user fees and
other means of raising money are
being studied in an attempt to keep
long-term borrowing to a minimum
and the final total is still "somewhat
uncertain."
The proposals still under consider-
ation represent what remains of about
$90 million in requests reviewed in
recent months by a Cabinet-level panel
headed by'Planning Director Richard
E. Barringer.
_
Those that the governor so far plans
to submit to lawmakers, who would
send them on to the voters in
November, include several similar to
ones contained in a omnibus bond
issue that was rejected at the polls last
year. According to Davies, they are:
—$10 million for expanding the
state's overcroW"ded prison system.
—$5 million for energy-conservation
improvements and major renovations
at state-owned buildings.
—$4.5 million for the construction of
new courthouses in Portland apd the
Bath-Brunswick- areas.
—$3.2 million for hazardous-waste
cleanups.
—$1.5 million for a state police
crime laboratory and morgue. -
—$1.5 million for historic preserv-
ation.
Each of the proposals will be
presented separately to the Legislat-
ure, which Davies said could combine
some, and the governor's office •is
using a readability test on the wording
of the ballot questions to stem
criticism that the questions are overly
complicated.
"We're not interested in sliding
something past the voters," he said.
Davies said tkpie administration
hopes to use the Maine Municipal
Bond Bank, originally set up to fund
new school constructiori, to raise $12.5
million for water-pollution control
projects in several smaller communit-
ies without adding to the state's bond
debt.
But Brennan will wait until a
planned June special session of the
Legislature, reserved specifically for
education issues, to deal with construc-
tion requests totalling $16.5 million for
the University of Maine and $13
million for the VTIs. Davies said.
Some of the money for the
University and VTIs may be raised
through direct appropriations hnd
some, like a request for construction of
computer centers at the seven
university campuses, may come from
fees charged to those who use the new
,facilities. he said. The latter approach
is "still in the thinking process," he
added.
Davies said the bond bank, whose
debt is accounted separately from the
state's bond debt, needs to keep its
borrowing at a reasonably high levelin order to attract low interest rates.
That borrowing level. is gradually
declining since the state recently
adopted h pay-as-you-go approach to
financing school construction.
Heterosexuals with AIDS found in -Central Africa
BOSTON (AP)—AIDS is spreading
in Central Africa. and unlike most U.S..
victims of the deadly disease. people
there may be getting it through
heterosexual contact. researchers con-
clude.
The doctors found 23 cases of AIDS
among Africans who were treated in
Belgium. Some of the cases dated back
to early 1979, about the same time that
the mysterious outbreak was first
spotted among homoxexual men in the
United States.
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"We believe that AIDS is a new
disease that is spreading M Central
Africa," the doctors concluded in
Thursday's New England Journal of
Medicine.
They suggested that people from
Equatorial Africa be considered to be
another group at high risk of getting
AIDS.
Most documented cases of the in-
curable illness so far have been in the
United States, where AIDS is largely
confined to male homosexuals and
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You're Needed
All Over the
World.
Ask Peace Corps volunteers why their ingenuity and flexibility
ore as vital as their degrees. They'll tell you they ore helpingthe world's poorest peoples attain self sufficiency in the oleosof food production, energy conservation, education, economic ,/development and health services. And they'll tell you °boutthe rewards of hands on coreer experience overseas. Theyltitell you it's the toughest job you'll ever love.
PEACE CORPS
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING TAKEN 'FOR
PROGRAMS WITH SITING AND SUMMER TRAIN—
ING DATES. SEE ROGER COOPER lil t-ROOM
205, WINSLOW HALL. • CALL 581*3209
FOR MORE INFORMATION.0*,
abusers of needle drugs. Haitians,
hemophiliacs and people who get
blood transfusions are also at higher-
than-usual risk.
Female sex partners of male victims
have gotten the disease, but hetero-
sexual spread of AIDS in the United
States appears so far to be rare.
The latest study, directed by Dr.
Nathan Clumeck of Saint-Pierre
Hospital in Brussels, reports the
disease among people from Zaire,
Chad, Borondi and Rwanda.
One of the victims admitted
homosexual contact or drug abuse,
and the doctors are unsure how the
disease spread among these people.
But they said. "The occurrence of the
syndrome is young to middle-aged
men and women suggests that
heterosexual contact may be a mode of
transmission.''
AIDS has been seen previously in
Europe and Canada, but out in the
relatively large numbers diagnosed in
the United States and Haiti. Except for
Africans, they noted, all reported
European AIDS cases have been
among homosexual men who travel to
the United States or the Carribbean or
people who receive blood productsfrom these countries.
Some of the African AIDS victims
were living in Belgium but traveled
back to their homeland regularly.
Others had gone to Belgium for
treatment after they got sick. Thedoctors speculated that they caught
the disease while in Africa.
All the victims-14 men and nine
women—were black except for one
white Greek who had lived in Zaire for •
20 t!iears, and all were economically
well off.
Eighteen of them had the full
spectrum of AIDS-related disorders
—a form of cancer called Kaposi's
sarcoma or opportunistic infections, a
variety of ailments that healthy people
are able to ward off easily.
Five others had what's called the
AIDS prodrome, which may be an
early or less serious form of the
disease. They suffered fever, weight
loss, diarrhea and swollen lymph
glands but did not have cancer or
opportunistic infections.
Among these was a woman whose
husband died in 1976 of opportunistic
infections that were "consistent with
AIDS."
"Since the distribution of AIDS seems
to be parallel with that of hepatitis B
viral infection," the researchers
wrote, "one may expect an extension
of the syndrome in Central Africa."
They did not speculate about how
widespread AIDS is in Africa. In the
United States, it has been diagnosed
in more than 3,000 people.
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Then get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer
commissioning program. You could-start planning on a career like the
men in this ad haw. And also have some peat advantages like:
• Earning $100 a month during the school year
• As a freshman or sophomore, you could complete your basic
training during two six-week summer
sessions and earn more than $1100
during each session
• Juniors earn more than $1900 dur-
ing one ten-week summer cecsion
I
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• You can take free civilian flying lescims
• You're commissioned upon graduation
If you're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps
undergraduate officer commissioning program. You could stall off
making more than $17,000 a year
Maybe you can be one ofus.
eS
Call Capt Flynn at Wells Commons March 6-8 or call
603-668-0830
The Few
The Proud.
The Marines.
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LU CHRISTOPHER
Placing the blame
W ho is to blame? Since Sept. 1, 1983 thefaculty at UMO has been without acontract and there has been only_
marginal movelnent toward —an acceptable
settlement.
During the last five and a half months there
has been a lot of discussion about budget
problems at the university. Some factors have
pointed an accusing finger at campus
administrators for mismanagement. Others haveblamed the Chancellor's office for not advocating
enthusiastically enough for increases in the totalbudget. The Chancellor's office claims, in unison
with the Board of Trustees, that nothing can bedone until the state legislature raises and
appropriates money for budget increases.
The Legislature claims there can't be an
appropriation until the BOT, via the chancellor,
puts forth a budget proposal.
Who is to blame? Certainly one can't blame
the faculty. They are, for the most part, a
collection of people interested in pursuing their
chown fields of study and passing their acquiredknowledge on to the students. They are not ,directly involved in contract or budget processes.
Statistics show the university has received a
smaller and smaller °percentage of the total state
expenditure over the last several years. It stands
to reason that with less money available the
faculty was going to get shortchanged along the
way. •
Who is to blame? One can't blame the
campus administrators for the Legislature's failure
to appropriate sufficient money to fund faculty
salaries at competitive levels. Contract 
•negetiationl_ are controlled by .the chancelloes----
office. '
In the bureaucratic hierarchy of the UMaine
system the chancellor reports to, and worksdirectly for the BOT. The chancellor is charged
with the preparation and presentation of thebudget to the BOT. The BOT, is charged with
ultimate authority and responsibility for thefunctioning and well-being of the university, must
approve the budget and go before the Legislature
and advocate for the money they need in orderto maintain quality education at the university.
Who is to blame? Can one blame the
Legislature for not recognizing the needs of the
university? How are they to know? After alldidn't the Legislature create the BOT to look outfor the university? Aren't the BOT and the
chancellor supposed to be the voice of theUniversity in Augusta, the lobbyists for highereducation?
Who is to blame?
Note—Since the initial writing of this editorialcontract negotiations have moved forward withsome indication there will be a settlement soon.However, it is a sad commentary on the
administrative processes of the UMaine systemwhen it takes almost six months of political
maneuvering and legislative pressure before thepeople charged with the well-being of highereducation in Maine will begin to bargain in goodfaith with the faculty.
S.
Foundation:
Apartheid yes!
Jennifer Davis. Director of the
American Committee on Africa, the
leading educational and researchinstitution on Africa in the U.S., will
be speaking at UMO next week. Davisis a South African journalist and an
economist. She was forced out of South
Africa in 1966 because of her active
opposition to that country's system
of apartheid.
Two years ago, the University of
Maine Board of Trustees agreed to the
total divestment of all university
holdings in banks and corporations
operating in South Africa. .The
University has since completed this\ total divestment. At the time of their\ decision to divest, the BOT .recom-
ended that the University. of Maine
Fèundation also sever its financial
connections with South Africa. The
University of Maine Foundation is agloup of local influential bankers and
business persons whose task is ter
invest large amounts of money to _
generate funds for the University of
Maine. Despite its title, the Founda-
tion views itself as an independent
institution an& does not feel obligated
by, action taken by the Trustees. The
Foundation, rejected the BOT's recom-
mendation. This means. that the
University of Maine, its faculty and
students, are profiting from the
inhumane oppression and exploitation
of blacks in South Africa. Jennifer
Davis's visit is an appropriate time to
publicly question the Foundation's
policies regarding South Africa.
Over the last two years, the Maine
Peace Action Committee has repeated-
ly invited the Foundation to explain its
action. They requested a dialogue with
the Foundation which would include
an exchange of informatin in an
open and honest manner. the responseof the Foundation has been disappoint-
ing. The Foundation has consistentlyfailed to make explicit its rationale for
continuing to benefit from the system
of apartheid. In their most recent
exchange of letters with the Founda-
tion, MPAC stated its motives and
concerns cleary: "We have waited
patiently for some response, for some
formulation of the UMF's position...
What is at stake is whether a
university with its ideals and mission,
should profit from the only legalized
and institutionalized system of explicit
racism in the world. What is at stake is
the 50 percent of black children in thehomelands who die before age five and
the similar consequences of apartheid
cited in the Faculty report." These are
facts which the Foundation is or shouldbe well aware.
The Foundation responded, "it is
our fiduciary responsibility to act in a
manner consistent with that which we
believe the individuals who donated
these funds would have acted for thebenefit of the University of Maine."
What is the benefit to the University,its students, or its ideals, when funds
are received at the cost of not merehuman dignity but of human life?
For reasons known only to them-
selves, the Foundation has failed to
provide a reasimabk defense of their
action. But ttiat is tibt all. How many of
the donors to 'the Foundation are
aware of their silent complicity in the
system of apartheid? How many
students and faculty are aware that the
Foundation's action implicates them
as well?
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Response
when writing
he Marne Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
:oininentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words. Anony-
mous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circum-
stances. The Maine Campus reserves the
'right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel.
Answers wanted
to important questions
To the editor:
Since there are no  real
advice columns in your paper
and I can not track down
anyone on campus, maybe you
could answer some os these
baffling questions. 1) If our
mascot is a bear, why is there
a Bulldog painted at center ice
of the Alfond Arena? 2) If our
mascot is the Black Bear, why
is he blue? Is he cold? If so I'd
be willing to start a collection
to buy him some thermal
underwear. 3) Why is it that
my R. . put in to have the lock
on my door fixed over five
weeks a. • and it hasn't been
done yet? figure it is the
same reaso that the clock in
the Fogler lib ary was wrong
for an entire eek. Midway
through the w the hour
hand was corr but the
minute hand was St. wrong.
In the maintenance d - •,- ent
there must be a clock ion.
One man fixes minute h. ids
another man fixes hour han
I realize these are min
boggling questions but I have
no one else to turn to. Perhaps
Commentary
someone on your staff could
write a series of articles
called: t' Everything-you want-
ed to know about the oddities
at UMO, but were afraid to
ask." Then probably every
ones questions would be
answered.
_
Tim Sorel
Belfast Hall, BCC
A
Proposal for a more responsible BOT
To the editor:
Last Friday's Campus
(Z-17-84) reported briefly on
the action of the Orono Town
Republican Caucus asking
that restructuring of the
UMaine Board of Trustees
become a part of the party's
platform. I should like to
explain that proposal.
Ailien a complicated organism
such as the University of Maine
develops problems, attention
naturally focuses on indivi-
duals. those who are respons-
ible for makg  the decisions
which guide its course. Prob-
. ms with the Board may have
s to' do with the Trustees
selves than with the
structure of the Board. Our
suggestion-is-that we modifv9
that structure.
As now organized. all
members of the Board are
appointed by the governor-
This means that under this
governor, or any other govern-
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or they are political appoint-
ees. Their commitment is
conditioned by Ahe -manner--of-
their selection. In crucial
circumstances, these same
people selected by a different
process would be able to act
very differently. For example,
a trustee appointed by the
governor might well feel it
improper to argue publicly
against a _policy of his
administration. The same
person selected by a different
process would feel no such
inhibition.
We -need -a strong and
independent Board of Trust-
ees whose first obligation is
to the University. The manner
of their selection should help
to make them secure in their
understanding of that oblig-
ation. It is in this spirit that we
urge the restructuring of the
Board so that a majority of its
members will be elected by a
vote of the General Alumni of
the system. This process puts
MY HOU5EGUETT5
EXRYONE rT'5 50 Nice 10
WHO ? HEAR AFTER ALL
-771E5E *ARS, 7HE
PTI7ER-PRTTER OF
LITTLE FEET AROVNP
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a premium on the candidate's
concern for th institution and
i.Lt-inhigher education. It
is not necessary that the
trustees themselves be alum-
ni, merely, that they be
nominated and elected
through the action of the
alumni. This process would
not only strengthen the Board
but help to maintain strong
alumni interest in the system.
If it is important for the
governor and the Legislature
to have direct representation
of the Board, a certain number
of appointments to the Board
Might be made directly by the
governor and by the Legislat-
ure. But we strongly urge that
the Board Chairman and a
majority of the trustees be
selected by action of the
General Alumni.
Paul R. Camp, Chairman
Orono Republican
Town Committee
by Berke Breathed
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off-campus Union addition
0 n Thursday, Feb. 16, my windshieldwas graced with a campaign piecefrom the Ritzi/Bradley ticket running
for president and vice president respectively for
Student Government. One of the issues being
advocated by these young men campus
population is "in dire need of a place to call
their own." i They mentioned there is-lio place
that s6rves as a center for the commuter
population and the I need for an on-campus
laundry and space for the P-NUTS Coop is
sorely needed. Th4 -conclude by stating that
there is no facility J-or the off-campus students
to congregate in a relaxed atmosphere. I agree
with most of their comments and have
sympathy for the unique needs of commuters.
I could vaguely recall writing something
many years ago, and reinforced on numerous
occasions since the initial writing, that was
expressing basically what Steve and Chris are
now advocating. We went to our files and
under "Memorial Union Expansion," located a
memo written 4o Erwin B. Douglas, then
Planniig Officer of the University. The memo
was writiè May, 18, 1971!
We had been asked to project the space
needs of the Memorial Union when the
university became a campus of 10,000 students.
We recommended that 73,000 square feet of
new space be' constructed and that 25 percent
of this amount be dedicated to the needs of
those who commute.
This is what was written in 1971: "By far,
the most critical student group for the use of
the Memorial Union is the commuter students.
They have reason to complain. Their
numbers continue to increase at a rapid rate
and they possess needs that are unique. The
Union needs to provide facilities for their
relaxation and enjoyment for the long hours
they spend on campus. Another 25 percent,
or 18,325 square feet of space should be
designated with the commuter student in mind.
Specific facilities are: locker rooms, lounges,
lunch room, kitchen facilities, toilet facilities,
shower rooms, rest stations, home
David M. Rand
entertainment lounge, information center,
commuter student association offices, and off-
campus coordinator's office (professional
staff)."
So what's the point? It's very simple! If
campus politicians are going to pressure for
space for those that commute, I would
encourage that energy be channeled toward a
Union addition, not a separate facility.
Commuters would be better served by an
expanded Union having unique spaces for this
population, as well as give the university an
opportunity to utilize some of this space to
best advantage when school is not in session.
Arguments have to be convincing before new
construction starts at UMO. The idea of
space being constructed for multiple use would
be much more of a winning idea to campus
administrators who make such decisions.
David M. Rand is the director of the
Memorial Union and Hauck Auditorium.
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The Buckley Amendment: privacy atUMO
The Buckley Amendment, or Family.
Educational Rights and Privacy Act, is probably
one of the most routinely violated laws at UMO.
Every time an instructor lays down a stack of
exams with names and grades clearly visable on
the front of the blue book, the Buckley
Amendment is violated. The amendment
SLS Notes
Joseph Steele
specifically requires that educational records may
not be released without the permission of the 
student involved. (if a student is under 18 or
still financially dependent; parental permission
may also be necessary.)
You do have the right to keep your educational
records private. But not many students avail
themselves of this right.
Evry year you receive information on the
Buckley Amendment enclosed with your
registration material. This information informs
you of your rights to , privacy and contains a
form, to be signed that prohibits the university
from publishing directory information.
Also enclosed is a form for those students who
do not want their social security number used as
a student I.D. number. Out of approximately
10,000 UMO students, fewer than five avail
themselves of this right.
The Buckley Amendment has stopped
universities from routinely releasing information
to possible employers, advertisers and others who
view uhlversity students as a marketing target.
Just as important is the right of students—or
their parents, if the student is still financially
dependent upon them—to inspect their records.
This right includes the right to a response , from
the university to reasonable requests for
explanations and interpretations of the records
and the right to obtain copies. The copies
cannot cost more than the actual cost of
producing them.'
"v.
You have the right
well as inspect them.
(at least under the
to challenge your records as
For instance, you may not
provisions of the Buckley
Amendment) challenge a grade which has been
Communiqu
Thursday, Feb. 23 (continued from page I)
Stretching Your Dollars. Wayne Ingalls: "New IRS
Regulations and Their Potential Tax Savings."
Sutton Lounge, Union. 3:15 p.m.
CAPS Seminar. SPSS-X, the Statistical Analysis
System for the Social Sciences, fourth session. 202
Shibles. 3:30 p.m.
United Campuses to Prevent Nuclear War Meeting.
The Maples. 4 p.m.
Entrepreneurs' Workshop. Dr. Kenneth Hallgren,
Eastern Maine Development Corp. FFA Room„
Union. 7 p.m.
IDB Movie. "The Sting." 130 Little Hall. 6:50 and
9 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 24
BCC Movie. "Women and Alcohol." BCC Student
Union. Noon.
Moslem Friday Prayer. Drummond Chapel, Union.
Noon.
Animal and Veterinary Sciences Seminar. Richard
Kersbergen: "Possible Alternatives for Haymaking."
113 Hitchner Hall. 1:10 p.m.
CAPS Seminar. Advanced ASAP, part 6. 126
Barrows Hall. 2:30 p.m.
Zoology Seminar. Dr. M.D.B. Burl: "Ultrastructural
Clues to Platyhelminth Phylogeny." 102 Murray
Hall. 3:10 p.m.
Sabbath Eve Service. Drummond Chapel, Union.
4:30 p.m.
IVCF, large group meeting. Damn Yankee, Union.
6:30 p.m.
Planetarium Show. "Skr-L.ights: The Atmosphere."
Wingate Hall. 6:30 p.m.
SEA Movie. "The Stuntman." 101 E/M. 7 and
9:30 p.m.
Fo'c'sle. Lown Rooms, Union. 7:30 p.m.
Music Faculty Recital. Baycka Voronietsky, pianist.
Hauck Auditorium. 8 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 25
Underwater Diving Symposium. "Exploring the Sea:
A Divers View." All day symposium for divers and
non-divers. Registration in E/M Lobby. 10 a.m.
.1,
111.1 '
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'Plain Campus
Nut wor
assigned you, but you may challenge a grade that
has been inaccurately recorded.
You may also quesiton any information you
consider misleading or a violation of your
privacy. If you cannot get your records amended
using the steps outlined in the Student
Handbook, in the section concerned with
university policies, you have a right to a formal
hearing.
If you fail at this level, you still have the right
to have included in your ,r;cords a statement
commenting upon the information in the records
and/or setting forth your reasons for disagreeing
with the university-.
The university goes no further than the law's
minimal  demands in _enforcing the Buskley, 
Amendment. It is hard, to program for
individuals who feel their right to privacy is .of
great importance.
However, if you are one of these individuals
and want to inspect your records, use something
other than your social security number as a
student 1.D. number or keep your name out of
the student directory, the university must comply
with your request.
If you have problems, stopT by the office of
Student Legal Services. We're located on the
second floor of the Memorial Union and are
open for intake (no appointment necessary) every
weekday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT: SLS has a
limited number of income tax forms for students
who need them.
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Work study available
by Jon Rummler
Staff Writer
About 500 work study jobs will be
available this summer and wages will
be an average of 15 cents an hour more
for on-campus jobs, a UMO staff
member said last week.
Mary Skaggs, student personnel
assistant in student aid, said 700
applications for this summer's pos-
itions have been given out by only
214 have been returned. There are 500
positions needed to be filled."
"The applications are coming is
slowly because regular jobs are
sometimes more,. appealing to the
students and because of better pay,"
Skaggs said. In addition, said Skaggs,
"in the summer there are a lot more
regular jobs available to the stu-
dents."
Skaggs said all the positions will be -
filled because of the one key
advantage work-study jobs offer, "It
gives the student the chance to gain
experience in their fields."
"Students' wages are also going up
this summer," Skaggs said. "The
reason for the increase is to get more
qualified students in on-campus
positions. Students get more money
from off-campus jobs and this should
give on-campus (jobs) a better chance
to compete."
The decision for the increase was
made in December and January by the
Student Wage Committee. The in-
crease, which worked out to an
average of 15 cents more an hour, will
begin on May 13, 1984.
Currently, the system has five pay
levels that vary with position; the new
starting levels are: $3.35 per hour for
unskilled, $3.85 per hour for semi-
skilled, $4.35 per hour for skilled,
$4.85 per hour for highly skilled, and
$5.35 per hour for special technologies-
Each of these levels has four
increasing steps of pay, within them.
Jobs in these levels include such
jobs as student clerk or receptionist,
for level one; Student Typist or
Secretary for level two; student
counselor aide for level three; student
administrative aide for level four, and
student engineering asststant for level
five.
Although the pay scale increases
will affect all the pay levels, the
higher
-level jobs are still being given a
greater boost than the lower-level
positions. The lower two pay levels
make up 75 percent of the total jobs.
"The work-study program was
started by the federal government
in 1964," said Skaggs. "It was started
to help students get money by working
_while also getting experience in their
major."
Students must first qualify for
financial aid, then apply for work-
study program,' Skaggs said. "Separ-
ate applications must be' in-Ade-for both
the summer and academic years.
A job board and other information
helps students find jobs, Skaggs said.
"Since we don't place students in jobs,
they have to get them themselves."
she said.
''Many students go out and find jobs
on their own," Skaggs said. "Employ-
ers are usually cooperative since they
can get two students for the price of
one.
"The University pays 60 percent of
the wages for off-campus employers."
"There's been an excellent re-
sponse by employers for the summer.
Now all we need is applicants,"
Skaggs said.
• Fraternity
detective called. He said they'd
questioned (the accused Delta Tau
brother) a number of times but had no
results.
•
"Between these three weeks, we
were being watched for retaliatory
action. We were the victims, and they
(UMOPD) were watching us," Faulk-
ner said.
"1 figure by this time it should've
been investigated. If a window is
broken in Stodder, they (the police)
come over and hassle us," he said.
Assistant Director of Police and
Safety William Prosser said, "We do
have a suspect, but we could not prove
he did_ it__ Pending further develop-
continued from page 3)
mints, the case is closed. If they (Phi
Eta) know something we don't, it's
their responsibility to come forward.
"Originally, Officer Lint was the
investigating officer, and then Detect-
ive Terry Burgess. the officers who
are Delta Tau Delta brothers were not
officially on the case. We may have
asked for their help in dealing with the
brothers down there," he said.
"Proper police procedures were
used. In my opinion the matter was
very thoroughly investigated, and if
the leadership of Phi Eta would care
to come down here to discuss it, I will
go over the case with them," Prosser
said.
Med how
URGENT CARE
Certified family physicians treating all ages No appointment needed.
Minimal or no waiting. Open seven days a week from 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.
X-Ray, Lab, EKG, Function Testing done in office.
All visits confidential. On bus line.
Certified Family Physicians Treating
Fractures Sprains Minor Surgery Medical
Emotional Accidents Physicals
Payment at Time of Visit by
Mastercard Visa American Express Check Cash
Reasonable Fees
303 Main St.
Orono, Maine
866-5561
Open 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Seven Days a Week
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The Performing Arts Center construction she behind Hauck Auditorium.(Hawkins photo)
Arts Center construction
resuming in
by Patricia McKeon
Siilrf Writer
Construction on the Perform-
ing Arts Center will resume in
March or April, said the director
of engineering services.
"If March is a good month
then construction will resume in
the middle of the month.
Otherwise it may not begin until
the first of April." Building the
center began last October and
and ended in January, David
Trefethen said.
Richard Eustis, diredor of
physical facilities said no work is
being done because of the cold
weather. Next winter the con-
struction crew will be working
inside and can work throughout
the winter.
He said this winter's time
delay was considered when the
projected completion date was
set for August 1985.
Trefethen said the material
that is being exposed will not be
damaged. Most of this material
is the steel rods which go in the
cement. "If it (steel rods) get
rusty in the cement. "If it (steel
rods) get rusty or dirty, they
(construction crew) can clean it."
Trefu,then said, "All the wood
that has been exposed is not part
of the building. It's just used to
spring
hold the concrete in place -until it
hardens." He said plumbing
materials are stored in the two
trailers at the site.
. The center's cost is $6.5
million which is being -tiaid--1
through the private A
 c t or ,
Eustis said.
George Baughman, director of
development, said the Board of
Trustees Sept. 26 meeting
passed a $5.5 million spending
limit for basic construction costs.
"An additional one million
dollars is needed to furnish,
equip, and landscape the Per-
forming Arts Center," he said.
Baughman said the money
came from gifts and pledges
from corporations, friends, alum-
ni and other organizations.
He said the Second Century
Fund raised two million dollars
for the center.
The Second Century Fund was
organized in 1974 to raise money
for Alfond Arena and the
Performing Arts Center, said
Baughman.
He said. "A renewed effort to
complete the funding under the
leadership of President Paul
Silverman enabled the BOT to
approve the 5.5 million." Baugh-
man hopes there will be no cost
overruns.
r
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• Waste
The State Public Health Lab's
Pesticide Residue Chemist, Ernest
Richardson, said tests were
done on samples taken from wells
which were dug surrounding the
buried containers. The tests did show
some residue present in the samples.
"Pesticide analysis -weft- done two
times a year for three years. Robert
Rourke worked in conjuction with me
on this." said Richardson. Richardson
said both he and Rourke were
monitoring the situation and found the
levels of residue had decreased
enough to end further testing.
Richardsbn said that any reports of
contamination of public drinking water
inthe area have yet to be proven, and
that if any contamination is found the
"finger should not be pointed at the
experiment which was monitored by
the Department of Environmental
Protection."
"There must be 15 potato farms in
the immediate area of the experiment
who all use  large amounts of
- pesticides," Richardson said.
Three pesticide residues were found
in the early ground tests, said Denny.
They are Premerge, Guthion and
Endosulfan. Premerge concentrations
were the highest of the three, Denny
said.
"With triple rinsing there should be
no measurable leakage from a
container," said Denny.
In the experiment at Presque Isle,
the dOtiated empty pesticide drums
were supposed to be rinsed three
times before being buried in the
Richardson said the Presqtte Psle
water supply was approximately three
miles away from the experiment site.
Denny said there is always "concern"
about any traces of pesticides in
ground samples.
"There is no evidence of significant
or measurable concentrations of these
materials in the Presque Isle drinking
water," said Denny. "Presque Isle has
a_surface-type water supply, and any
small amount of contamination would
be quickly diluted." .
The primary probleni is not the
misuse of chemicals and pesticides by
--either private farmers or the govern-
ment, but of the empty container
disposal techniques.
• Referendum —(continued from page 1)
The other plank of Ritzi and
Bradley's platform dependent to some
degree on the fee increase in the
development of an off-campus center.
Ritzi said that the announced closing
of Chadbourne Hall Wednesday by
Residential Life presented another
option student government could
explore.
"Basically, what I'm saying is that
we're keeping all of our options
open." Ritzi said. .
Bradley said. "I think we can still
pull it off. It's going to be a lot of hard
work but I think we can pull it off."
Bradley said that the ability of the
office of the president and vice
president is overestimated in its ability
to effect financial decisions.
"It:s not the president or the vice
president. The senate has the final say
where the money goes,' • Bradley said.
"Student government as a whole is
going to have to sit down and decide
where we're going to cut."
Rodney Labbe, runner-up for the
student government presidency, said
the students spoke their feelings
through the vote.
"I think the voice of the students
came out. I think it was an ill-proposed
issue," Labbe said. "I think it's up to
student government to educate the
students on the reason why (the fee
should be raised). I don't think that
happened."
The Maine Campus wishes to
congratulate all of the election
winners.
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(continued from page 2)
ground, both Denny and Richardson
said.
Because of early test results in the
experiment, both officials said the
containers could not have been
properly prepared for the experiment.
The containers have not been
removed from the ground yet, Denny
said. DEP spokesman Ron Howes who
is out of the state this week, was
unavailable for comment, his office
said.
"The plan now is to drill some test
wells to see if any further traces of the
pesticides are present." said Denny.
Denny said the DEP. the Maine
Department of Human Services and
the Board of Pesticide Control will be
meeting in the spring to discuss the
tests and decide further action. <
"This is not a major catastrophe.
but it is something which certainly
bears watching," said Denny. "We
must address the larger issue of whose ,
responsibility it is to see-that obsolete
pesticides are properly disposed of,"
said Denny.
• Results
(continued from page 1)
seems the students in the university
community are apparently very
informed and very energetic to find out
student issues," Wiley said.
Labbe and Wifey both said that
although they lost, they would
continue to work to solve the problems
they presented in their platforms.
"Everything we proposed in our
platform, such as open dorm contracts
and an open parking policy—we'll
continue to work for that." Labbe said.
In addition: to the student
government president and vice
president elections, three board
presidencies were contested. -
In the closest race of the night, Peter
Gray retained the presidency of the
University of Maine Fraternity Board,
while Karen Low took the race for the
presidency of the Off-Campus Board.
Mark Adams, running unopposed.
won the top spot of the Inter-
Dormitory Board. -
Gray, a member of Sigma Phi
Epsilon, beat Jon Sorenson of Delta
Tau Delta 262-138.
Gray said that he didn't campaign as
hard as Sorenson did, but felt his
experience as the incumbent boye Tthfl
out.
' "I felt my running again would show
the consistency in policy that I've tried
to do," Gray said.
Low and her running mate Karen
Ruggeiro beat Tom Munroe and Lance
Mahaney 300-167, while Adams and
Tony Plante took all 1,183 votes cast in
th
Burnstock
may move
off w campus
by Hope Kerley
Staff Writer
University of Maine at Orono
Off-Campus Board president Chris
Bradley said Tuesday if the ' UMO
_wouldn't let Bumstock take place on
campus. he would move the event to a
field off UMO grounds with rented
security personnel.
After an 11 a.m. meeting with Vice
President for Student Affairs Thomas
Aceto and Director of the Office of
Police and Safety Alan Reynolds and
Vice President of Finance John Coupe,
Bradley said, "They're extrapolating
-the entire event_froni _the two worst
events of Bumstock (drunkenness ad
intoxicated minors). But not all 5,000
/people who were at Bumstock were
falling down drunk."
— Reynolds, who-,said ite acted in an
"advisory capacity" at the meeting,
said. "I have concerns about the
activities at Bumstock: excessive
-drinking, minors drunk, urination all
over the place, and other problems
we've had in the past."
Aceto said the- meeting was ‘held
because of UMO's concern about
alcohol at Bumstock. "The University
is responsible for people on campus.
That's making problems. It's time
someone blew the whistle on rampant
alcohol abuse at Bumstock. It's going
to take a lot of thought and creative
planning to have Bumstock without
abstinence from alcohol. I don't think
abstinence is necessary for responsible
drinkers of legal drinking age," he
said.
Aceto said the Student Affairs
Advisory committee, which is com-
posed of both faculty and students,
wants the OCB to present a plan for
the control of abusive use of alcohol
and to prevent drinking by minors.
The Advisory Committee would also
like to see Bumstock end before dark.
"That's when people start having
problems. People in the surrounding
community are putting their kids to
bed, and generally tolerate noise
better during the daytime. The best
Bumstock we've ever had in the 14
years it's been held was two years ago,
and it ended before dark." Aceto said.
Bradley said the Advisory commit-
tee focused _mainly_ on the negative
aspects of Bumstock. "We had New
Games, food booths, and there was a
clown troupe that went through last
year. There used to be a Freak Day, a
sort of mini-Bumstock, on Hilltop, and
Maine Day. too. They killed those,"
Bradley said.
Aceto said UMO needed behavioral
standards as long as University
property was being used for events.
York Hall Resident Director Lil
Stone said she didn't catch any minors
drinking in York complex on the day of
Bumstock, and that no vandalism she
could relate to Bumstock in her
complex. "The situation was under
control when I walked through
Bumstock, but a lot of people were
really drunk," she said.
Oxford Hall RD Nancy Arsenault
said, "Bumstock wasn't an issue atr&
Oxford, I never had to confront • -
anyone that day."
Vice President of FinAnce John
Coupe, who was also present at the
meeting. could not be reached for
comment.
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Sports
Hockey forward to end career on high note
by Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writer
When it comes time for most
athletes to end their , career, they
hope to go out in styie. Baseball
legends dream of hitting a, hone run
in their last time at bat: But for
iiimany, finishing a career -w th a
good season is satisfying. • ishing
one's career with their best tseason
ever is truly going out in style\ For
Maine's Paul Giacalone, this \ as
..happened:
The senior forward from
Gloucester, Mass., is having his best
season ever for the UM() hockey
team.7Giacalone, known Icy. his
teammates and friends as "Jigger,"
has tallied 11 goals and 19 assists
for 30 points, which surpasses the
total from his first three years
combined. He is the team's 'third
leading scorer behind Todd
Bjorkstrand'and Ray Jacques.
In Tuesday's game against Boston
College, Giacalone scored a goals
and assisted on two others,
including the game winner.
After seeing little action his
freshman year, Jigger has been a
mainstay in the Bear lineup for the
past three seasons. He plays an
aggressive and inspired style, similar
to that of Boston Bruins player
Terry O'Reilly.
After playing two years at
Gloucester High, Giacalone went on
to play at Northwood School 'in
Lake Placid, N.Y., where he was •
the team's most valuable 'player and
Tim Hyde Award winner.
Giacalone said he attended
Northwood because they had a very
good hockey team and because it
was a very good school. The two
years Jigger was there, . they were
national prep school champions.
Following his senior year at
Northwood, Giacalone narrowed his
Paul Giacalone (Pics
college choices down to Maine,
Clarkson and Northeastern. He said
he chose Maine for several reasons.
"I really liked the arena and the
people I met," he said. "There was
the potential to play right away and
I wanted to get away to a new
area."
Giacalone is 15th on Maine's all-
time scoring list. He has missed only
two games this season due to a
bruised shoulder suffered on Feb. 9
I 1111 1
L & A Market
Mill St., Orono
866-2551
The little guy tries harder
Best Beer prices in town
Coldest Beer in town
Come and see our discount prices
Old Milwaukee Light
Bar Bottles
Mille Lite
16 oz. 6 pack
Narragansett
16 oz. cans
Pepsi & Diet Pepsi
1 liter
Coke & Diet Coke &
16 ,ge. bottles
Humpty Dumpty potatoe
8.5 oz.',
Tab
chips
$6.99
plus tax & dep.
$2.69
plus tax & dep.
$2.69
plus tax & dep.
2 for 99c
plus tax & dep.
$1.59
plus tax & dep.
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at Yale University. Giacalone
returned _to action Tuesday night
against Boston College.
"He has had an outstanding
year,()' Rene Comeault, tri-captain
and defenseman said. "With the
injuries the team has had to Ron
Hellen, myself, and others, he has
been .very important and has been a
team leader, He picked a good year
to have his best season."
"I've had a real good time here
at Maine," Giacalone said. "The
people I've rhet have been really
nice and the Alfond Arena with_ the
hometown fans is one of the best
places to play in the league. It's a
great place to go to school and
I've really liked it here."
Giacalone said he would love to
play hockey after leaving UMO and
he may have some possibilities in
Europe. But he said that right now
it's all speculation. 
.s
"Hopefully something will, work
out and if it does, I'll take it from
there," Giacalone said.
Giacalone said he thinks the team
will do well next year. He believes
the team has a good foundation of
players and they're getting everyone
back so they should be competitive.
Although Paul Giacalone will be
leaving, the Giacalone name could
be around for another four years.
Paul's brother Phil, like Paul, is a
forward who is considering coming
to Maine in addition to the
University of Lowell and Boston
University.
Even if Phil Giacalone decides not
to come to Maine, the Giacalone
name will not soon be forgotten at
Maine, especially to teammates and
friends.
He will be remembered as a hard
working player, a team leader, and
most of all he will be remembered
as Jigger, No. 21, a good friend
and person to all who know him.
DENTAID.
It takes more than brains to-go-to college.
It takes money. For tuition, room and board, and
books.
The Army College Fund is designed to help
you get that money for college while serving your
country.
If you qualify, you can join the Army College
Fund when youloin the Army. For every dollar
you put in, Uncle Sam puts in five. Or more.
So, after just two years in the Army, yod can
have up to $15,200 for college. After three years,
up to $20,100.
To get your free copy of the Army College Fund
booklet, call or vO's your local Army Ikecruiter4 It
could be the most important book you've ever read.
US Army Recruiting Station
344 Harlow Street
Bangor - Tel. 942-7153
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Maine Hall awaits ex-major leaguer
by Rod Eves
Staff Writer
Carlton Francis Willey, a
Cherryfield native who rose to
baseball stardom during the
1950s and 1960s, will be inducted
—into the Maine Sports Hall of
Fame this summer, it was
announced early last week.
His induction, which will take
place June 3 in Waterville, will
coincide with the inductions of
seven other Maine sport greats,
whose names have not yet been
announced.
"It's quite a thrill for me,"
Willey said upon hearing the
news, "but I'm just happy to
have had the chance to play.
baseball. Right now, it all seems
more like a dream than the
truth."
The response is typical for
Willey, who takes most of his
accomplishments in stride. He
enjoys the simple life, he has
lived in Maine for virtually, all of
his non-playing days, and is
thankful for the career he has
had. •
"I've been very lucky during
my career, there's no doubt
about that. I don't think there is
anything I would change if given
the chance," he said.
Willey began his baseball
career as a pitcher with the
National League's Milwaukee
Braves in 1958. That year, the
lanky righthander posted a 9-7
record with a 2.70 ERA and led
the league with four shutouts.
He concluded his first season
with an appearance against the
New York Yankees in the '58
World Series and was subse-
quently named the National
League's Rookie Pitcher of the
Year by The Sporting News.
Carlton Willey (Bangor Daily News
photo)
Willey finished his career with
a lifetime mark of 38-58 (which
included three seasons with the
hapless New York Mets from
1963-65) and a respectable 1-76
ERA. His career was cut short in
1964 when, at the age of 33, he
was struck on the jaw with a
linedrive off the bat of the Detroit
Tigers' Gates Brown.
After retiring, Willey spent
several years as a scout for the
Philadelphia Phillies and in 1974
he returned to his hometown of
Cherryfield, where he currently
resides. He has been the
manager of Wyman's Blueberry
Freezer in Ellsworth for thelpast
seven years. r
Willey. who speaks, with a
strong Down East accent,
seemed genuinely pleased with
the chance to talk baseball, an
opportunity he admits he doesn't
get often.
But unlike many athletes,
Willey preferred not to talk about
his own accomplishments and,
instead, spoke mostly about the
stars he was "lucky enough" to
play with.
"I got the chance to associate
with men like Willie Mays,
Warren Spahn. Eddie Mathews
and Casey Stengel," he said), "I
was very fortunate."
His favorite subject of discus-
sion, though, was Henry Aaron,
who was Willey's teammate for
five years while with the Braves.
"Henry Aaron was certainly a
great player, even without all of
his homeruns (he hit 755 during
his career)," Willey said. "Many
 people don't realize it today, -but
Henry was an excellent base-
runner and fielder also."
During, the early- 1970s when
Aaron was nearing Babe Ruth's
career honierun - record, manY
baseball people condemned him
either because of his race (Aaron
is black and Ruth was' white) or
simply because of Ruth's stature
in the game. Willey, however.
always stood by his ex-team-
mate.
"Ruth was a great player.
there's no doubt about that,
but so was Aaron. If anyone
. deserved to break the record. it
'was Henry. He was both a great
baseball player and a great
man." he said.
Another player whom Willey
was quick to recall was Sandy
Koufax, who pitched for the Los
An es Dodgers from 1955-66
an w
rli 
om Willey called "one of
the'ff est men ever to put on a
'baseball imils.bitn.—
"Koufax was the best that I
ever saw. He could throw the ball
by anyone no matter who it was
or what time of day it was," he
said.,
1- But Willey's most vivid mem-
ory of Koufax was not ot his
pitching. Instead, it came in 1964
when the great lefthander visited
with Willey after his jaw was
broken by the linedrive.
"He walked all the way across
the field one night in the Polo
Grounds (in New York) to find
out how I was. I'll always
remember that," he said.
Near the end of the interview,
Willey finally agreed to .talk
about himself for awhile and told
of his greatest thrill in baseball.
It came at the end of his rookie
season when he appeared
against the New York Yankees
in the World Series.
"I always dreamed of playing
against the Yankees," he said.-
"As a boy, I used to listen to
their games on the radio when
they had players like Bill Dickey
and Joe DiMaggio.
When I walked out of the bull-
pen to go to the mound, it was
like I was walking on my knees I
was so nervous," he said.
Although Willey pitched just
one inning against the Yankees
in that Series, which the Braves
lost in seven games, he threw
superbly. In facing just three
batters, he struck out both Bill
Skowron and Gil McDougald and
got Tony Kubek to pop out to
the third baseman.
"It's something I'll never
forget."
New England meet at Orono
Women swimmers hope to sink competition
by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer
The Stanley Wallace pool will be
filled with swimmers from Friday
through Sunday as 13 teams
compete in the New England
Championships.
The UMO women's swimming
team has finished second for the last
three years and coach Jeff Wren
would like to turn the tides.
"We won in 1978 and 1979' arid.
we've been very competitive crveg'
since but we haven't won it all," he
said.
Last year Boston College won
with 724 points to UMO's 630.5.
Besides BC and UMO, teams
competing in the 1984 NE's are the
University of New Hampshire,
Springfield College, Smith College,
University of Vermont, University of
Massachusetts, University of Rhode
Island, Keene State', Southern
Connecticut, Holy Cross and Saint
Michaels.
The number of swimmers who
have qualified for each event ranges
from 29 in the 400-yard individual
medley to 69 in the 100-yard
11111.111111111111111111111.1400.1~.7.0•11R-vavorma-
11111111.111rnmern4P.N. .1:7
freestyle. A total of 171 swimmers
have qualified for the NE's.
Wren mentioned a 'few swimmers
who are favored to win individual
events during the three day
tournament.
In the backstroke events UMO
Senior Whitney Leeman has the
faStest 'times and has swam well all
year. in the four freestyle events
, BC's Mary Kennedy is the No. 1
seed, and teammate Tara McKenna
is also No. 1 in the breaststroke.
A Smith swimmer is seeded No. 1
in the butterfly followed closely by
UMO's• Cheryl Starkie. "Cheryl is
only 401. (hundreths) behind," Wren
said.
BC's Sue Bales is No. 1 in the
diving events and finished second in
both the one and three meter dives
in 1983.
Wren said UMO is relatively even
with BC in scoring and it will
depend on which team swims the
best.
"We have solid entries in every
event so we have to count on people
getting in to the scoring levels (top
16 swimmers receive team points),"
he said.
Wren said many of the swimmers
would swim seven or eight'- times
during the three day meet so it Is
important to pace oneself.
The Black Bears are hampered by
two injuries which could pose a
problem. Sarah Pelletier is out with
pneumonia and she also injured a
rib resulting from a constant cough.
Breast stroker Sue Littlefield injured
a big toe quite severely and is
questionable for this weekend.
"A toe injury is very serious to a
swimmer's start, and it's a day to
day thing with her right now,"
Wren said.
The trials will start at 11 a.m. on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday. The
finals will be held at 7 p.m. on
Friday and Saturday and at 5:30
p.m. on Sunday.
"Hopefully a lot of people will
show up because it will be quite a
weekend of swimming," Wren said..
Correction...
Saturday's UMO Black Bearhockey game against Colby willbe ,.played at 2 p.m. and not At7:30 p.m. as reported inWednesday's Maine Campus. TheCampus regrets the error.
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Red Sox pitcher confident, sets goals high
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. (AP)—As a
rookie, right-hander Dennis "Oil Can"
Boyd felt he Islonged with the Boston
Red Sox, burfie accepted a couple of
trips to the minors.
Now he's back, pencilled in as a
starter on Manager Ralph Houk's
preseason chart.
And, despite a combined 9-16 record
with the Red Sox and Pawtucket of the
International League in 1983, Boyd is
loaded with confidence.
"I always believed in myself. but I
learned a lot last year," he said
Wednesday after pitching for the third
consecutive day in the Red Sox'
training camp. Now I know I can win
up here."
Sox end,
third day of
of workouts
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. (AP)—The
Boston Red Sox won a gamble with
e weather Wednesday. beating the
and getting in their third
consecutive workout of preseason
training.
"I was afraid when I got here that
the pitchers were going to have to
throw in the cage, but the rain held offjust long enough." Boston Manager
Ralph Houk said after a 11/2-hour
practice.
"We were lucky to get in what we
did," Houk added after all but
one of the 20 pitchers in camp threw
for 12 minutes from the mound for the
third day in a row. "Now we really
haven't missed a thing in our
program."_
Southpaw Bill Moloney, a non-roster
hurler from Lowell. Mass., was
excused from throwing because of a -
sore finger.
"Other than that there are no
problems," Houk said. "It's ama-
zing. On the third day there usually is
some soreness, some stiffness, but we
received no complaints.
"We'll split our 20 Ditchers into
two groups Thursday, and pitchers
will begin throwing every other day.
We'll also work on fundamentals,
such- as--h-oidii-4 runners off-base, i
tI
ra
the field is playable."
The infield was a sea of red mud
Wednesday, forcing first baseman
Dave Stapleton, second baseman Jerry
,Reniy and shortstop Glenn Hoffman to
curtail their voluntary workout.
Outfielders Jim Rice and Reid
Nichols shagged flies and hit in the
cage. The only other development in
an uneventful day was the arrival of
newly acquired Mike Easier.
Obtained from Pittsburgh in ex-
change for pitcher John Tudor last
December, Easier, a left-handed
hitting first baseman-designated hit-
ter. checked equipment and talked
shop with his new teammates.
- -
Help Prevent girth Defectsdip
 Support the
March of Dimes
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Most ballplayers don't like to talk
about personal goals and Boyd is
hesitant to discuss theim.
Then, in a soft, serious voice, he
admits he is thinking big: "Like
pitching in the All-Star Game and
winning 20 games."
At 6-feet-1 and 155 pounds, Boyd is
a stringbean in uniform. He even
wears eyeglasses on the field. But,
once on the mound, he gets hyped up
and is all business.
A 16th round draft pick in June.
1980, Boyd was signed off the Jackson
State Miss. campus, where his coach
was Scipin Spinks, formerly of the
Houston Astros and St. Louis
Cardinals.
Boyd had a 7-1 record in 12 games at
Elmira of the New York-Penn League
in his first year as a pro. He has been
improving ever since, even last year
when he had a 4-8 record with Boston.
"He lost a lot of games 'hepitched
well enough to win," Houk said. "He
really had a lot of tough luck. We
didn't get him many runs." Boyd lost
a 1-0 six-hitter to Kansas City in
August. He ended the season with
three one-run losses and a 3-1 defeat
in which he surrendered just one
earned run. And, in September, he
pitched 11 innings without a decision
against Baltimore. That was the,
longest effort by a Boston hurler since
Luis Tiant went 12 innings in 1976.
"Yeh, I could have used more runs,
but I'm not even thinking of that this
year. Instead of thinking about how
many runs the guys are going to get
for me, I'm going to go right after the
hitters.''
Boyd earned a trip to the Boston
training camp last year with a 14-8
record, a 2.81 ERA and 191 strikeout -1
in 205 innings at Bristol of the Class
AA Eastern League in 1982.
However, he was sent to Pawtucket
for additional seasoning. Called up
May 31, he was returned to the
International League. He was summed
again to Boston on July 30, pitching
five complete games in 13 starts and
compiling a 3.28 ERA with the parent
Red Sox.
"Even though I thought I belonged
in Boston, I was able to cope with the
situation," he said. "I didn't let it
bother me.
"Now I'm a little more hungry. I'll
go after it a little harder."
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Zeal Par..
Food Fright
Thursday, March 1
8 p.m., Hauck Aud.
Free
Speaker Series Offers Assistance In
Career Exploration
In an attempt to offer students
exposure to a variety of career
A cabaret of §,cenes and songs opportunities, Corbett Hall's
dramatizing women's obession with. Exploring Professions In The Health _
Sciences program is sponsoring a
'Speaker Series' which will run.
throughout the semester. Planned
and organized by the hall's Student
Academic Advisors, the program
brings in professionals from a broad
range of career areas who can share
their experiences relative to. their
career, recommend requirements for
entering a career and provide an
overview of the responsibilities and
expectations involved in different
jobs. Through their discussions,
stuents interested in particular
occupations can obtain a more
realistic picture of those
occupations.
A presentation
food, weight and body image.
Food Fright is sponsored by
Residential Life and was brought to
campus out of concern for the many
women who are spending hours
silently worrying and obsessing
about food and thinness. Many
women are convinced that they
would be more acceptable to others
and ultimately happier, if only they
were thinner. A relentless pursuit of
thinness can lead to hazardous
consequences, such as anorexia or
bulimia.
Don't miss the opportunity to see
this excellent play dealing with
eating disorders. Dr. Lee Nicoloff,
Counselor, UMO Counseling Center,
will lead a discussion after the
program.
on Surgical
Nursing by Jo Gumprecht, Nursing
Supervisor at St. Joseph's Hospital
in Bangor, was well recieved last
week by a number of students who
obtained a clearer idea of what to
expect in that particular branch of
nursing. A presentation on Medical
Social Work by - June Winsor,
EMMC, was postponed due to a
snowstorm but will be rescheduled.
The following is a list of the
remaining, upcoming presentations:
Mon., Feb. 20: Antartica &
Opportunities In The Biological
Sciences, presented by Dr. John
Dearborn, UMO - Includes a slide
presentation.
'Thurs., March 1: Athletic
Emergencies & Med School,
presented by Dr. Michael Sargent,
UMO.
Tues., March 6: Veterinary.Medicine,
presented by Dr. Al Cory, UMO.
Tues., March 27: Medical Ethics.
presented by Erling Skorpin.
Tues., April 3: Computer Use In
Medicine, presented by Randall
„
Roy, EMMC.
Tues., April 10: Career Options In
Co-operative Extension, presenter*
—bf Rae 1CbTaiti  
Wed., April 18: Career Options In The
Peace Corps, presented by Roger
Cooper.
All presentations will be held at 7
p.m:lictlre—Corbett Hall lobby.
Entertainment At The
Bear's Den
Thursday, February 23rd:
Maine Dimension, 8:30-11:30 p.m.
Friday and Saturday, 'February 24th
and 25th:
Montage, 9 p.m.-1 a.m.
Tuesday and Wednesday, February
28th & 29th:
Joy Spring Jazz Quintet,
8:30-11:30 p.m.
 
 
ti The Disease Concept Of Alcoholism (Part III)
A.-
Ja*.
4. •
For a long time, there has been a
lot of resistance to accepting the
disease concept of alcoholism.
Patients, therapists and doctors
tended to reject the term disease
because the etiology or cause of
alcoholism was unknown. This
resistance did not .have a strong
logical basis since the iteologies of
many diseases, including diabetes
and cancer, are unknown. Actually,
it is mainly in the area of infectious
diseases such as tuberculosis where
causes are known for certain.
Today, more is known about the
cause of alcoholism than is known
about most other non-infectious
combines with dopamine (dopa)t
neurotransmitter present inthe
brain. Dopa is a normal and
necessary chemical present in all
human brains. The combination of
acetaldehyde and dopa however
produces tetrahydrolisoquinolone,
commonly known as THIQ or
sometimes TIQ.
THIQ, long known to exist in the
brains of heroin addicts, is a
breakdown product of opium and is
a highly addictive substance. Besides
THIQ, other superaddicting
alkaloids are formed when the
acetaldehyde combines with other
neurotransmitters. These substances
diseases. To understand--0That canseS' are not folinain the brains of
alcoholism, one must also
understand what happens to alcohol
once it enters the body.
Normally, the body has the ability
to change alcohol into acetaldehyde,
a very toxic substance, which is then
quickly transformed into acetic acid,
a non-toxic substance. These changes
usually take place at a rate of
approximiftely one ounce of hard
liquor per hour. The acetic acid
goes through many other changes
and is eventually eliminated as
carbon dioxide which is exhaled,
and water which passes through the
kidneys.
However, what has been found
through extensive research is that in
the body of an alcoholic, the
assimilation of alcohol differs from
the process in a non-alcoholic.
When an alcoholic ingests alcohol, it
is converted into acetaldehyde, but
not all of this substance is changed
into acetic acid. In an alcoholic, a
minute quantity of acetalehyde
people who abstain from alcohol or
are social drinkers.
Unfortunately, once THIQ is
formed in the human brain, there is
no known way to get rid of it.
There is no known way to prevent
THIQ from forming other than not
drinking alcohol. The amount of
THIQ remains constant and does
not dimipish over time.
There kerns to be a great deal of
evidence to support the theory that
alcoholism is hereditary. Genetic
diseases are caused by inborn
biochemical defects. The production
of THIQ is a result of a genetically
transmitted biochemical defect.
One's— genetic make up is a
primary factor which detetriiiiies
whether or not a person will become
an alcoholic. There have been over
200 papers published which support
the concept of alcoholism being
hereditary.
Studies, done in various parts of
the world, mainly in the
Scandinavian countries, have
confirmed heredity to be the major
factor determining one's state of
risk. In these twin studies, one
identical twin would, be adopted at
or near the time of ,birth and raised
in a non-alcoholic home without
contact with its natural parents. The
other Min would remain with its
natural alcoholic parents. In these
twin studies, an identical and very
high rate of alcoholism in both
members of each set was found.
One of the biggest problems faced
by alcholics undergoing treatment is
a sense of guilt. Not only do they
feel guilty about things they may
have done or failed to do while they
were drinking, they have tremendous
amounts of guilt for being
alcoholics. The normal guilt for past
behavior can be successfully
overcome through traditional
treatment. It takes special treatment
to help a patient understand the
hereditary and biochemical factors in
their being alcoholic. It is necessary
to help a patient understand how
they had no chioce in whether or
not they would lose control over
their drinking and how they had no
choice whether or not they would be
alcoholic. ,
This disease concept of alcolt4is_m
has been resisted on the basis that it
helps remove responsibility from the
alcoholic and therefore weakens the
possibility of recovery. What the
acceptance of the disease concept
should result in, and does result in,
in the effective treatment programs,
is helping patients understand that
they are not responsible for being
alcoholic, but they ARE responsible,
now that they know they have the
disease, to go through with proper
treatment and take care of it just as
they would if they had diabetes or
any other life threatening disease.
Dr. David Ohms of the Hyland
Center, St. Anthony's Hospital in
St. Louis, Missouri, said that it was
hard for him to accept the disease
concept at first. He said he -*ad to
meet a lot of alcoholics and "get
rid of a lot of myths and a lot of
misconceptions that I had about
alcoholism." He continues, "I, too,
thought it was a symptom of other
problems and if we dealt with those
problems, the alcoholism would
vanish and the patient could drink
normally or could abstain without
effort. It took face to face
confrontation, face to face meetings
repeatedly with alcoholics to realize
that they're just human beings.
They're not unique, they're not
different. They don't have a certain
personality structure that separates
them from other people in the
world; they don't have a, higher
incidence of insanity , or cta:ry
thinking; they don't have a higher
incidence of schizophrenia or manic
depressive disease. They're just
people and they suffer all the
diseases that other people suffer,
including thee, one. This one is a
specific disease with diagnosable
signs and symptoms, specific
treatment with a high recovery rate.
If it's approached that way, I think
that the 12 million alcoholics that
are suffering in the country today,
conservatively, can be reached and
helped, and 80 plus percent of them
can go on to normal lives."
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Former UMOSG
vice president
opens candidacy
by Hope Kerley
Staff Writer
Former UMO Student Government
Vice President Jon Lindsay
announced his candidacy for the
Maine House of Representatives,
Orono District 130 Thursday '4!
meeting of' the gfsTty
Democrats.
Lindsay said hisXmary reason
for running as an Orono
representative was education. "We
can do more for education through
effective leadership, looking in the
long term. I don't think we can
spend too much time or money on
education," he said.
Lindsay alto said he would like to
see more diversity in the -
Board of Trustees. "We can't keep
renominating everyone who comes
up," he said.
Lindsay said he could better repre-
sent the district because he belongs to
the House Majority Party. "If your
bills come from the Majority Party,
they usually have a much better
chance of succeeding than if you
didn't," he said:
"We can represent the district
better than republicans. We believe
in education. I'm long-term, John
(Bott) is short-term. I'm going to be
consistent, I'll follow the Democratic
pattern. If you examine John's
record, you'll see it has some
inconsistencies," Lindsay said during
the question and answer period that
followed his announcement.
Scot Marsters and Rodney Labbe,
co-presidents of the organization
"Students for. Lindsay," are
coordinating Lindsay's campaign in
Orono. Labbe said the group would
be responsible for distributing
campaign material and "getting
'people to go out and vote."
"For too long, the public's lack
of interest and support for
education allowed inthose
government to avoid dealing with
the real needs of our schools at all
levels. Education is the key to
progress in so many areas, yet we
knowingly allowed it. to become less
of a priority in terms of our public
commitment to its betterment,"
Lindsay said.
Lindsay's probable opponent for
representative from District 130 is
--incumbent—Republican John- _ Bott_
Bott could not be reached for
comment Thursday.
(see CANDIDACY page 9)
Communique
Friday, Feb. 24
BCC Movie. "Women and
Alcohol." BCC Student Union.
Noon.
Moslem Friday Prayer.
Drummond Chapel, Union.
Noon.
Animal and Veterinary Sciences
Seminar. Richard Kersbergen:
"Possible Alternatives for
Haymaking." 113 Hitchner
Hall. 1:10 p.m.
CAPS Seminar. Advanced
ASAP, part 6. 126 Barrows
Hall. 2:30 p.m.
Zoology Seminar. Dr. M.D.B.
Burt: Ultrastructural Clues to
Platyhelminth Phylogeny." 102
Murray Hall. 3:10 p.m.
(continued on page B).
Scott Benbow, a senior political
major, jumps for a Frisbee (if not
a,ne a, Orono student newspaper sin-e 1875
science/psychology joying spring-like conditions between Hancock and
for joy) while en- Hannibal Hamlin halls. (Arnold photo)
Change proposed for Chadbourne
Alternative housing to be provided
by Colin Strainge
Staff Writer
Chadbourne Hall has been proposed
for short-term and non-traditional
student housing next semester.
The proposal, vihich will be
presented to the Boat(' of Trustees in
connection with the overall Residential
Life budget, means the traditional
students now living in Chadbourne
will have to relocate to other dorms or
find housing off campus.
H. Ross Moriarty. director of
Residential Life, said the decision
to change Chadbourne was made
because of the size and location of the
- Funding.—
' About 200 empty living spaces on
campus now have to be compensated
for. Moriarty said. Chadbourne has a
capacity of about 160 students. By
eliminating those spaces for traditional
students and reassigning them to
4short-term and non-traditional stu-
dents. Residential Life can overcome
the chronic decline,' in on-campus
population, he said..
The location of Chadbourne 4, is
conveniently close to the edge of
campus and a major entrance to
campus.
Chadbourne has traditionally been
one of the least popular dorms on
campus, therefore difficult to fill to
capacity. Moriarty said.
The specifics of the building's use
have not been ironed out yet but will
be designed to accomodate students
who need part-time housing at UMO.
An accompanying use would` include
housing for older students who don't
want to live in a more traditional
atmosphere, Moriarty said.
•
The residents of Chadbourne were
informed of the proposal Sunday, Feb.
19, by Stodder Complex Coordinator
Barbara Smith. Reaction to the
proposal was generally negative, she
said. Students held an informational
meeting with Stodder Complex Busi-
ness -Manager Craig Hutchinson.
in this dorm. Where are those people
supposed to go?" The replacement of
single room spaces was another fear
voiced at the meeting. Any decisions
about relocation will be addressed
before room sign-up this spring.
The total impact of the change on
Stodder Complex has not been
Chadbourne Hall, the site of proposed short-term and
student housing. (McMahon photo)
At the meeting several students said
they had not been included in the
decision process. Others said they
feared they would not receive a
priority in room selection this spring.
A female Chadbourne resident said.
"There are two floors of quiet sections
non-traditional
assessed yet but Susan Pierce. food
service manager at Stodder Commons,
said the change could reduce the
number of meals served at Stodder to
300-350, a reduction of about 150
meals.
AS.,
• , \
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Student offers alternatives 
UMO seeks ways to reduce heating bill
by Jim Emple
Staff Writer
While the university is looking for
alternative ways of heating the
campus buildings, a UMO mechanical
engineering and technology student
said by installing insulation and storm
windows UMO could reduce the cost of
heating.
"The prices of finite sources are
bound to increase, but with insulation
and storm windows the savings are
there no matter what energy system
you use," Scott Finlayson said.
Finlayson said some of the newer
buildings on campus, such as the
English! Math Building and Jenness
hall, are built more energy-efficient
than others. He compared these build-
ings with their small windows to less
energy-efficient buildings like Board-
-man—Hall—and -Stevens -Hall- which
contain numerous large windows
through which heat can escape.
Finlayson's energy audit of Board-
MILLER'S
SALAD BAR
GUARANTEED TO SATISFY THE
HUNGRIEST APPETITE
TRY OUR NEWEST ITEM
TACOS FIX/N'SWITH ALL THE
feltos ovor 120 hot and cold Items
and our ',ix-Your-Own" Sunda*
comae. You can't boat it!
Frifik Room'
427 Main Street, Banglor
man Hall shows that with installation
of insulation and storm windows,
Boardman's heating efficiency would
improve by 51 percent.
The figures of Finlayson's calcula-
tions are based on a $I per gallon price
of heating fuel; the amount of heat loss
which is through cracks in the
building, electrical outlets, door and
window openings; conductivity, the
loss of heat through solid materials;
and a 75 percent boiler efficiency.
"The key to insulating is to reduce
the amount of heat loss due to
infiltration and induction," he said.
"By insulating, you can increase the R
value (the lower the R value the
greater the heat loss) of the walls from
2.3 to 10.5, the roof would increase
from 10 to 18.2, the windows would
increase, from one to two and the floor
would increase from six to 16." tion and storm windows in place the
According to his calculations, loss- -due to infiltration would_ be
Boardman Hall is losing $30,900 a reduced to $19,300 a season and the
season from infiltration and $29,800 a loss due to conduction would be
season from conduction. With insula- reduced to $10,200 a season.
Finlayson estimates the cost of
retro-fitting (insulating and- -u)ng
storm windows) Boardman(Wil at
$170.000. With a savings of $31,200 a
year the pay back period is 5.4 years.
For financing this operation he said,
"a loan at 13 percent interest a year
over 20 years will pave yearly
payments of $28,900; tbs a total of
$2,300 savings in the pocket
annually."
He said, "Retro-fitting may not be
as cost-effective for all the buildings. If
the .university pays 25 percent less
than I figured, it wouldn't be
cost-effective.
"Whether retro-fitting is cost-
effective or not, energy audits should
be conducted to show where the
energy needs must be met. There are
many students on campus who can
conduct energy audits," he said.
Richard Eustis. assistant vice
chancellor for administration and
director of physical facilities, said with
about 72 buildings being heated from
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WORSHIP ON CAMPOS
Sunday, 11 a.m.
Lown Room
Maine Christian Association
United Baptist Church
Middle Street
Old Town, Maine
Sunday Schedule
8:00 a.m. Worship Service
9:30 a.m. Sunday School
10:45 a.m. Worship Service
6:30 p.m. Evening Service
Bus service available to UMO for
Sunday School and 10:45 Service.
Call 827-2024 for stop locations.
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the oil-boiler system, retro-fitting
would not be cost-effective.—
Eustis said he is looking at
alternative energy sources, but no
decisions have been made. He said
when campus buildings are renovated
insulating takes place also. The Eas-t
Annex is an example of that, he said.
He -said "We have reduced the
amount. of fuel being used by 25
percent from five or six years ago.
Other ways the University is saving
money on its energy bill is by
purchasing electricity dtiring off-peak
hours, and employing more heat
recovery systems for better effeciency.
"The solar panels on the English/ -
Math Building have reduced the
amount spent on heating water,"
Eustis said.
"A lot of the money we spend goes
toward heating water for the dormi-
tories and gymnasium." he said. It
would be helpful if temporary boilers
could be placed at the gymnasium, he
said.
Insulating the older buildings would
be helpful too, Eustis said, but the
increased cost of rewiring doesn't
make it ,cost-effective.
Classifieds
FOR SALE: I Pair EV Dominator
P.A. Speakers,. Excellent Condition.
Asking $750.00. Contact Randy Crockett
in Lord Hall. _
RAFT GUIDES WANTED. Unicorn
Rafting Expeditions will be on campus to
interview prospective guides on March 1.
„Training available. Contact Job Locator
Program, Career Planning & Placement,
Wingate Hall., 581-1343.
WANTED: Musicians, magicians,
storytellers, mime. We invite you to share,
your talents with us at the Fo'c'sle
Coffeehouse. Lown Rooms, Memorial
Union. Fridays and Saturdays 7:30 p.m'.
to Midnight. If you would like to
perform, we would love to have you. Stop
by or call 581-1734 (days).
•
-111. --•••
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NEWCO MARK
MAIN STREET,
9R9A10,
Black Label40 oz.
$1.15
plus tax & dep. Busch
barbottles
$7.75
plus tax & dep.
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Engineers to expose students to technology
by Patti B. Fink
Staff Writer
The doors of the engineering
buildings, various rooms in the
Memorial Union and the Hilltop
Complex will open up Saturday, Feb.
25 for engineering exhibits, tours and
seminars as part of Engineers Day.
The HUB Engineering Council (a
student council for engineers) in
.conjunction with the professional and
Honors Societies in Engineering and
the Association for Computing Mach-
inery have organized events to present
the research and roles of engineering
to the UMO community and visiting
members of the Maine Society of
Professional Engineers.
Michael St, Pierre, president of the
HUB Engineering Council said, "We
wanted to set up these events on
campus because not enough engineer-
stddents—realize exadry what's hap-
pening outside of their discipline, and
by the same token, not enough of the
university community understands/
,  what is involved -in engineeting,We
want them to be able to experience a
little of engineering."
St. Pierre and Gary. " Furbish,
assistant professor of general eng-
ineering and adviser to HUB, said this
is not qn annual event on campus.
'The MSPE nie'ets annually for a
statewide conference at some place
like The Red tion in Bangor,' 1 said St.
Pierre. Furbich , said because this
year's 'theme* is "Partner i for
Progress,"- it saemed "natural for
indlistry to cooperate with education."
Furbish said the tours start
simultaneously at 10:30 a.m. in
different locations for different discip-
lines.
A slide presentation of manufactur-
ing a concrete canoe will be highlight-
ed in Boardman Hall. This presenta-
tion is hosted by the American Society
Of Civil Engineers and the Association
of General Contractors along with the
department of civil engineering.
' The concrete canoe, said Furbish,
holds two people and actually floats.
It will travel down the Kenduskeag
Rtvr in April.
Current research and tours of
laboratories in Jenness Hall are hosted
by the American Institute of Chemical
Engineers and Technical Association
of Pulp and Paper Industries in
conjunction with the department of
chemical engineering and the pulp and
paper institute.
Furbish said Dr. Hemant Pendse,
associate professor of chemical eng-
ineering, is the coordinator of this
event.
The . Association for Computing
Machinery is hosting tours of
 Computer Facility and new Computer
Assisted Design, Facility and a
demonstration of Computer Graphics.
This is highlighted in the department
of computer science in the Computer
Center
The department of electrical eng-
ineering, located in Barrows Hall is
highlighting tours of the laboratories.
Furbish said, these events, hosted by
the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers and Eta Kappa
Nu, will feature a demonstration of a
D.G. Digitizer, a logic analyzer and
speech synthesis. There will also be a
demonstration of senior design pro-
jects, said Furbish.
A "mini-baja" vehicle design
project, coordinated by Frederick
Lonardo, mechanical engineering ma-
jor, a video presentation of mechanical
engineering design projects. and tours
of laboratories are highlighted in this
event hosted by the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers.
Babies
Don't Thrive
in
Smoke-filled
Wombs
When You're
Pregnant,
Don't Smoke!
Support the ' 
(14)March of DimesBIRim F fC TS OUNDA I It
Suntotto)
'Tifilffragi.TIME '84
B.C.C. BEACH BONANZA
RAY BOSTON
Feb. 24 8-12
B.C.C. STUDENT UNION
door prizes*
wear your beach attire
,"mini-baja" vehicle is an off the
road vehicle. It is a project in safety
design and performance that is
enrolled in a competition of the Society
of Automotive Engineers this summer,
said St. Pierre. -
The department of physics, located
in Bennett Hall highlights a demon-
stration on nuclear radioactivity in
room 140, Bennett Hall. This event is
hosted by the Society of Physics
Students.
Along with these departmental
events, there are four special events
following, said St. Pierre.
A computer exhibit is scheduled all
day in the FFA and Lown Rooms in the-
Memorial Union. St. Pierre said eight
to 13 local vendors will "exhibit the
latest in micro-processing equipment,
especially the 'personal computer'."
The personal computer is the center
of attention at Hilltop Complex at
11:30 a.m. in-a--"-personal Selection 
Seminar." William Gorrill, professor
of civil engineering "will introduce the
concept of the personal computer, the
determination of need and selection
criterion," said St. Pierre.
St. Pierre said in two to four years, a
personal computer will be owned by
More and more engineering students.
He said small computer units will
probably be common to help students
with course work.
The Society of Women Engineers
will highlight a slide exhibit of the
engineering profession and the grow-
ing role of women in engineering, said
Furbish. The slide show is scheduled
at 11:30 a.m., at Hilltop Complex.
All of these events are open to the
public on a walk-in basis. The Society
of Professional Engineers luncheci* at
the Hilltop Complex at 1:15 p.m.,
already has its guest list arranged.
Reservations had to be made ahead of
time so it is not open.
Dr. John Senders, adjunct professor
of industrial engineering at the
University of Toronto will
on "Lessons Learned in Micro-Hydro-
electric Power.-
Marilyn Chambers in
Rated X
Friday, February 24
137 Bennett Hall
$2.00
Tickets on sale Friday
5:30 at Bennett Hall
Shows at
6, 8, 10, 12
Presented by U.M.O. Men's Rugby Club
FRIDAY, FEB. 24, 1984
AT 8:00 p.m.
HAUCK AUDITORIUM
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT ORONO
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
Naurka
PIANO RECITAL
11oronigt3ku
Works By:
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SCHUBERT
DEBUSSY
MOZART
CHOPIN
ADMISSION $100 BENEFIT MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP FUND
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World/U.S. News
Brennan defends $26 million bond package
AUGUSTA, (AP)—Gov. Joseph E.
Brennan Thursday defended the cost
of his still-incomplete bond package,
which already exceeds limits imposed
by legislative Republicans, saying the
state can afford to increase its
long-term borrowing to "make some
progress."
Republicans have not challenged
Brennan's proposals, which aides say
total nearly $26 million so far, but the
GOP leader suggested Thursday that
the minority party will demand details
of the entire package before handing
over the votes needed to send it to the
polls.
The Democratic governor. speaking
at a general news cdnference at the
State House, Said increases in the
state's worth in recent years have
outstripped the growth of itS —bond
debt. He characterized the Republic-
ans' past demand that new borrowing
be kept at roughly 90 percent of the
bonds being retired as arbitrary and
unrealistic.
"To,try to get things in perspective
and in proportion," he said, "I think
we can well afford to borrow some
money to make some progress."
So far, according to his aides, the
largest elements of Brennan's bond
proposal include $10 million for
expanding the overcrowded prison
system; $5 million for improving
state-owned buildings; $4.5 million for
two new courthouses and $3.2 million
for hazardous-waste cleanups.
Similar requests were contained in
an omnibus $21.1 million Sond issue
that was narrowly rejected by Maine
voters last November. This time
around, Brennan said, the pAects will 
be presented separately and any
"packaging will take place in the
Legislature."
The total does not include nearly $13
milii6n in requests from fhe voca-
tional-technical institutes and $16.5
million froth the University of Maine,
although aides have suggested that
the university request might be pared
by adopting user fees to pay for certain
projects. Brennan is expected to
withhold_ his  recOmmendations on
or ror lot 1  Ot 1 1 I 1 lOt 101 
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Interdormitory Board
SECRETARY -
It is a salaried position.
Work study or Non-Work study
Requires, clerical skills.
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at student government office
third floor, Memorial Union
IDB is a board of Student Government
 101 101 101 
Murphy's Steakhouse
Bar Harbor Road, Brewer, %%1474
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those proposals until a planned special
session on education issues in June.
House Minority Leader Linwood M.
Higgins, R-Scarborough, said his
party could accept up to $2tIllion in
new bonds but will insist at any
requests beyond that be scrutinized
carefully and possibly funded without
long-term borrowing.
He said the state's bond debt
declined steadily for years until last
year, when it was increased from
about $240 million to about $300
million, and "I don't want to see that
trend continue."
-Higgins-----said-Republicans are
concerned Brennan intends to force
legislative action on the first round of
bond proposals before making recom-
mendations on the politically more
appealing proposals for the University
and the VTIs.
"We would like to see-...the whole
thing," he said.
On other issues, Brennan:
—Said he was not surprised by Sen.
John Glenn's decision to dismantle his
campaign in Maine prior to the March
4 Democratic caucuses. "If I were in
his position, I would do the exact same _
thing" and concentrate on Tuesday's
New Hampshire primary, he said.
—Said he would sign legislation to
allow the sale and consumption of beer
and Swine at „title Maine Guides'
baseball stadium, which is to open in
Old Orchard Beach in April, insisting
that it "in no way lessens my
commitment" to curb drunken dri-
ving. The bill, which has been
amended to bar drinking in the
grandstands, is expected to surface
again Friday in the House.
—Said he continues to  oppose 
general-tax support for the financially
strapped Inland Fisheries and Wildlife
Department, which draws its state
funds from the sale of hunting, fishing
and other sporting licenses. He said-
there is "really no other choice at this
time" except to proceed with the -25 —
layoffs and other cutbacks Commis-
sioner Glenn H. Manuel plans to "
implement on March 2.
'Bubble boy,' 12, dies
of blood cell abnormality
HOUSTON (AP)—David the
"bubble boy" died from an
overwhelming "abnormal growth"
of white blood cells, doctors said
Thursday, adding that he was
cheerful and "making jokes to the
last," but tired of the struggle to
keep himself alive.
"He knew his health was failinf
and told us so," Dr. William
Shearer of the Baylor College of
Medicine said, his voice cracking
with emotion, as he described the
final hours of his 12-year-old
patient.
"He said something to the effect
that here we have all these tubes
and all these tests and nothing is
working and I'm getting tired. 'Why
don't we just pull out all these
tubes and let me go home?"
Shearer said at a news conference.
David died at 8 p.m. Wednesday
after having lived longer than
anyone else with severe combined
Support thedip
immune deficiency, a condition that
left him defenseless against disease.
He died after doctors attempted to
generate immunity with an
experimental bone marrow
transplant.
Death at the Texas Children's
Hospital came 15 days after David,
whose family requested his last
name never be disclosed by hospital
officials, had left the sterile plastic
bubbles that had been his home
since birth.
Shearer said an autopsy showed
David died from an overwhelming
"abnormal growth" of a type of
called B cellwhite blood cell
lymphocyte.
The discovery of abnormal cells
was "of great medical significance"
because it "has taught us _that there
is an important connection between
the immune system and the
development of cancer or growth of
abnormal cells," Shearer said.
MaLcitl oEFECTS f Dimes
Interested irt Micro Computers?
The Orono student chapter of the ACM,
in conjunction with the HUB council, is
sponsoring a Computer Fair on Saturday,
February 25 from 9:Ma.m. to 5:00p.m. in
the FFA and North and South Lown
Rooms in the Memorial Union. Various
companies, including Radio Shack, North
East Computer Store and Coastal
--Computers will demonstrate their micro's
which will also be available for sale. Tours
of the UMO Computer Center will be
given for interested persons.
Bangor-Merrifield
Office Supply,Inc.
Drafting & Engineering Supplies
School Supplies
Calculators Typewriters
14 State Street
Downtown Bangor
942-.5511
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Amherst students plead to save fraternities
AMHERST. Mass. (AP)—Amherst The eight have stuck to a
College students, insisting their water-and-juice regimen since Tues-
fraternities are models for other day. They had intended to fast for 96
campuses and not the raucous houses hours until Saturday when the trustees
some professors may think, planned a planned to vote on abolishing the
personal plea Thursday to trustees not 160-war-old fraternity system at the
to ban them from campus. college of 1,500 students. .
Four members of the Inter Frater-
nity Council earned a trip to New York Professors voted 90-29 last fall to
City at the expense of the college to try urge that the trustees abolish the
to see the trustees as other fraternity fraternities, saying the houses did not
members continued a fast also improve much since 1978 when a
initiated to save the fraternitites. regional college accrediting committee
One student quit the fast Thursday found "sheer gross behavior" at
because she suffered from a cold, several houses.
while two of the remaining eight
students said they might quit if the Leaders of the eight fraternities,
trustees actually let students address home for 624 male men and women,
Them personally. disagree.
Democratic candidates
debate in New Hampshire
MANCHESTER, N.H. (AP)—The
eight Democratic presidential
candidates gathered for a nationally
televised debate Thursday --trying 4o-
impress New Hampshire voters in a
final confrontation before the first
primary of 1984 starts thinniqp out
the field.
It provided an advancement
opportunity for the seven candidates
chasing front-runner Walter F.
Mondale, who was expected to try
to maintain his stance above the
intraparty fray and focus his attacks
on President Reagan during the 90-'
minute debate.
Sens. Gary Hart and John Glenn
in particular were shooting for
performances to boost their claim as
Mondale's prime challenger and
both were upbeat about their
chances.
"The weather is improving in
more than one way for John Glenn
today," Glenn told a noontime rally
here in springlike temperatures as he
sought to shake off a fifth-place
finish in the Iowa caucuses won by
Mondale.
Hart, who finished second in
Iowa, insisted the presidential race is
"realigning itself." He said "the
serious national candidates are
emerging" and described himself as
one of them.
Despite their
dramatic to
need for something
derail Mondale's
bandwagon, there was talk among
the candidates and campaigns about
avoiding divisive personal attacks on
one another that ultimately could
benefit Reagan.
WADLEIGH'S
GROCERY
FOOD STAMPS WELCOME
Coke & Lite SI.79 & tax
500 m-liter sa pack dep.
Tab S1.79 & tax -
SOO its park dep.
Sea grams Mixers....2 for 99 cents & tax
one liter (1il).
Red White & Blue $2.01 & tax
12 as its park dep.
Stroh 's bar bottles $10.25 & tax
dep.Case
Cold Wine-Beer -kegs
Open 'til 11:00p.m. Weekdays
Fri. & Sat. 'til 12p.m.
Sun. 'til 10p.m.
750 Stillwater ANe.
827-5504
Mondale was the target of attacks
by others in both previous debates
this year.
"The Democratic candidates in
the obsession to get the nomination
do not lose sight of the ultimate
contest—to retire 'Ronald Reagan."
said the Rev. Jesse Jackson. "Our
debate will be sharp, incisive, where
we stand will be clear, but we must
do so within a ring of rules."
Former Sen. George McGovern
said he stood ready to play
peacemaker among the
candidates—as he has done at
previous debates—if the rhetoric gets
too heated and gets to be "a
jungle."
Sens. Alan Cranston and Ernest
F. Hollings and former Florida Gov.
Reubin Askew hoped to do well
enough to keep their campaigns
alive after next Tuesday's primary.
About 650 people held tickets to
watch the debate—sponsored by the
League of Women Voters—in
person on the campus of St. Anselm
College.
For the rest of the country, public
television WENN broadcast the
debate and made it available to
other public stations via satellite.
Live radio_coverage was planned by
CBS. radio, and National Public
The format called for moderator
Barbara Walters of ABC to question
the candidates and referee exchanges
among them.
"Fraternities at Amherst no longer
have major problems.. We feel that
there is at Amherst a progressive,
model fraternity system, different
from others. In fact, fraternities
systeins elsewhere should look to
Amherst as a good example," the
fraternity leaders said in a statement.
John Callanhan, general secretary
of the college and of the trustees,
arranged the students' trip to New
York. But the students would not
learn until after they arrived there
whether they' could address the
trustees personally, said senior Dan
Franzese, vice president of the
fraternity council.
"If the IFC, represented by three to
five members, is granted 15 minutes
by the trustees to present our case and
answer questions, we will feel that due
process has been carried out," the
students said.
"I am a lot more optimistic now than
Lwas last Sunday about the fate of the
fraternities. I think the trustees afe
beginning to listen to us," said one of
the eight students fasting, sophomore
Aaron Scharf, 19, of New York City.
Scharf also said he had enough
energy Thursday to run three miles.
College spokesman Terry Allen said
Amherst would not take action against
the fast.
The Amherst Student, a biweekly
campus newspaper, had favored
keeping the fraternities, but its editors
criticized the hunger strikers for
implying their cause was as important
as apartheid, civil rights or the nuclear
arms race.
The move to abolish fraternities
began last year with a "white paper"
issued by former President Julian
Gibbs. During his tenure, Gibbs
disbanded Delta Upsilon Delta after
finding a 6-foot-high phallic ice
sculpture on its lawn.
He also disciplined several other
fraternities for various infractions -
including leaving a naked pledge on"
the front stoop ef his house and
ringing the doorbell.. Gibbs' wife
answered the door.
Low paying,-demandingi-exhilarafing,
experience-rich, semi-part time,
excellent-on-your-resume
JOB AVAILABLE
WMEB Radio Station Manager
What you'll do: From April 1, 1984 to May 1, 1985 (including the
summer) you'll be the salaried general manager of WMEB-Radio, 380
watt, student-run FM radio station located on the UMO Campus.
Working up to 20 hours a week, you'll have responsibility for selection
and supervision of executive staff, programming, fundraising and general
administration.
What you'll get for it: Not much, frankly, in the way of monetary
salary ($400, maybe a $2000 summer stipend). But, you'll wind up with a
solid year of practical experience in all aspects of radio station
operations--a year that should enable you, to beat the you-can't-get-a-job-
without-experience-and-you-can't-get-experience-without-a-job rat race.
You'll have the undeniable status that goes with being top dog, a chance
to experience power, to be scared, to test your leadership and
organizational abilities. You'll also have fun.
What you need to qualify for consideration: Some minimal
experience in radio broadcasting or production; some administrative
experience in radio or non-radio situations; ability to relate well to other
people. You need not be a Broadcasting major.
APPLICATIONS 'DUE: MARCH 5, 1984 at noon.Fick up
forms in 107 Lord -Hall. To discuss the job-In more detail, telephone
Jonathan Tankel at 581-2330.
INTERVIEWS: MARCH 7, 1984 at 3:30p.m., 104 Lord Hall
This' position is open to non-students, undergraduates and graduate
students. Equal opportunity rules apply, of course.
Attention Veterans
V.A. regulation requires that you 'verify your
enrollment status on a periodic basis.
Accordingly, the following times and places have been arranged
for your convenience during the week of February 27-March 2
Orono Campus
Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Registrar's Office, Wingate Hall
Bangor Community College
Tuesday and Wednesday 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Center for Student Services Office, BCC Student Union
'Or
-7-
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On the edge
DAVID R. WALKER
A bOath of fresh air
lkoncelItir Patrick McCarthy has made way
for a/breath of fresh air to enter the r.
ump administration. McCarthy has
nominated a UMO faculty member, History
Professor Arthur M. Johnson, to serve as acting
presiden of the Orono campus until a permanent
presid t is found- and approved by the Board of
TruSt
cCarthy has made a strategically good move.
J hnson is apparently highly qualified for the
ob: he has received degrees from both Harvard
and Vanderbilt universities. More importantly, he
has been a faculty member at UMO since 1968.
This fact in itself may be an indication of better
relations between the faculty and administration
in the future, or at least during Johnson's
temporary presidency.
Johnson's decision not to seek permanent
presidency may also be a factor in future
successes. Although he has said he is hopeful to
be relieved of the office by January, 1985, he
may be able to accomplish some of his goals
without the worry of job security.
The goals Johnson outlined when he accepted
the nomination, though rather broad, are positive
overall and hopefolly, will boost the overall
campus morale.
Johnson has expressed hopes to increase the
academic quality of UMO and for UMO to be
"recognized by the state as a first-class service
institution." UMO has the potential to be just
that, but it will require a long, hard and perhaps
impartial lookjo.realize priority projects that
must be undertaken in order just to maintain the
quality UMO now has. Increased state funding
and another of Johnson's goals, efficiency in
using available resources_arc_both keys to success
for future improvements.
Johnson has also pointed out that UMO has
decent research facilities and should be able to
attract more research grant money. This, too, is
an attainable goal and could be reached with
foresight and careful planning.
Johnson has also stressed that because UMO is
a land grant university, "it should be of service
to the state." Again, this is a task that has been
carried out by the university to some degree, but
UMO has the potential to do more, and again,
with better funding and better planning and
foresight.
Most of all, in order to achieve his goals,
Johnson will need the combined cooperation of
the chancellor, the BOT, the faculty,
administration and staff and also the students.
Without this, Johnson may be stonewalled by
political problems which have seemed to deter
UMO's growth during the past administrations.
Let us hope the BOT will begin with a positive
attitude of its own by approving Johnson's
nomination at its meeting Feb. 27.
/A/ SPR/A/GT/M E A YOuNG CIM/VCELLOR iS
FANCY TuRA/S To AcTin/G PRES/PEA/TS
New living
Steven Travis is charting a
different way of life.
His eyes are toward a future when
"darker times" prevail, and his
design is a village that will
withstand those times, times when
Americans lose those conveniences
on which they've grown dependent:
electricity, centralized food
production, town sewage systems,
unlimited supplies of gasoline, even
the telephone.
The "upcoming Earth
Transformation," writes Travis, will
.be "a time of profound social, 
economic, geological, and climatic
upheaval.
"It ., would be a time of
 
ewthquakes, undrinkable _ water,
unbreathable air, social chaos, and
also cleansing and raising the planet
vibration to a far higher etheric
level."
Travis, a Camden resident who
spoke at UMO last week, believes
we'll survive the earth changes, but
we won't survive if we persist in our
destructive ways. His vision includes
small enclaves dotting the country
where families live in self-
sufficient, highly efficient villages,
recycling virtually everything. From
these enclaves a new way of living'
will emerge and spread, issuing in a
new era, one of cooperation,
interdependency. How long the
"dark times" will be endured is
beyond speculation.
Though Travis could be grouped
with the "survivalists," those who
are packing away C-rations, and
building bomb shelters, his vision of-
survival is far different from theirs.
The future for Travis holds hope,
and though "at one time, the village
will be in utter isolation," that will
pass. But to reach a better period, a
purging of pollutants and human
negativity must occur.
Utopianism? Perhaps. But is
Travis' vision any more absurd than
visions of space stations, walking on
the moon, or for that matter, the
incredible spider web of highways
on which cars speed about the
country--a vision once considered
equally absurd.
Travis' village center mimics the
DNA Double Helix, the basic
building block of all life, and his
published plan includes detailed
sketches and data for self-
composting toilet systems, solar
heating, greehouses, methane and
solar-generateci.energy.
Travis' vision is at odds with the
increasingly prevalent trend towards
specialization, centralization of
services—dependency rather than
interdependency. His vision also
stresses participation in the life-long
act of survival, rather than an
increasing alienation from our
fundamental relationships witty the
earth.
He writes: "This is to be a
"mother community," a new pattern
village which will spawn others."
More power to you, Steven Travis.
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Response
when writing
tu. Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
4.oinnientaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words. Anony-
mom letters or commentaries and open letters
are ,Aelcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circum-
stances. The Maine Campus reserves the
right .to edit letters and commentaries
1‘.1 length, taste and libel.
Congratulations Steve Ritzi
and Chris,Bradle)?
To the editor:
We- --wish to take this
opportunity to publicly extend
our congratulations to Steve
Ritzi and Chris Bradley in
their victorious bid for the
offices of president and vier--
president of • Student
Government.
Thank you to all of the
many dedicated and
concerned individuals who
worked so hard for us
during the past few weeks.
For your efforts and
continuous belief in us, we
thank you.
Thank you to all of the
people we met along the
way.. .whether we spoke to
you in your study lounges
or knocked on your
doors—thanks for listening!
It's encouraging to know
that indeed our student body
is concerned, you do care.
We will continue in our
capacity as student senators
and committee chairs to do
all that we can to address
your concerns.
Our slogan: "Let's Put
the Student Back in Student
Government" will not die
with our defeat. Hopefully
it'll survive to awaken
UMO's student leaders and ,
student body to the , needs-
and concerns of students,
Vali& student government -
should be addressing.
We're looking ahead to a
year of working with Steve
and Chris. With their ideas
and our own—think how
much we can do!
Again, congratulations
Steve and Chris. Thank you
to all of our supporterS:
And above all—"Let's
Put the Student Back in
Student Government!" We
all know "The Time Has
Come!"
Respectfully,
Carol S. Wiley
and Rodney A. Labbe
Closing Chadbourne is not the solution
To the editor:
As concerned residents of
Chadbourne Hall we would
like to address this letter to
Ross Moriarty, head of Resi-
dential Life.
At our DGB meeting held on
Tuesday, Feb. 21. we, the
residents of Chadbourne,
were informed that it was
almost certain we wouldn't be
able to live in Chad next year.
It's not that Chad is closing.
but that Residential Life wants
to use it for an alternative
purpose.
The reasons we were given
for this decision are the
following: That Chadbourne
has high repair and upkeep
costs because of its age, that
there is a high turnover rate
in Chad, and that it is easily
accessible from off-campus and
located near the police station.
At first the last reasons didn't
make sense, until the alterna-
tive use for the dorm was
disclosed. Chadbourne would
be kept open for visitors,
non-traditional studerus, and
as a conference center.
Since none of the residents
were asked their opinions to
these views by Residential
Life, we would like to express
ours in this letter. First,
granted Chadbourne is an
older dorm and needs some
repair work, this work would
still have to be done whether
traditional. non-traditional
students, or visitors resided
there. Even if Chad were
closed completely would Resi-
dential Life just let it fall
apart? Secondly, Chad does
have a high --turnover rate
because it is primarily a
freshman dorm with many
designated freshman rooms,
therefore, the people-in these
rooms must move. Last year
3rd floor became a quiet floor,
the people there didn't want to
stay in a quiet section and
therefore relocated. It was our
understanding that there were
many students who requested
a quiet section. If Chadbourne
closes, four quiet sections, the
only on in Stockier Complex,
will be lost. Thirdly, the
closeness to the police station
does not make Chadbourne
immune from vandalism. We
face the same problems all the
other dorms on campus do.
Moriarty, do you realize you
are disrupting the lives of 160
people? Dorms strive for
section and hall unity. Chad's
set-up is ideal for this
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objective and this action by
Residential Life will break up
close friendships. It's easy for
rommates to stay together but
liOw fe ibie-iilrit be for an
entire floor to stick together?
Many residents are very
protective of their lifestyle and
your _decision would make it
virtually impossible for them
to live the way they choose
and need to. Being away at
college is sometimes trying
enough without losing the
closeness and support of your
friends.
In closing, Residential Life,
when will you realize that by
closing yourself off to student
input and railroading your
policies through, you are
forcing tle- exodus of students
"from campus. 'Residential
Life, which dorm ii.next1 Wirr
you inform those residents at
the last minute also? Will you
realize your mistakes and
ignorance to students' opin-
ions when the last dorm is
closed and the campus is
deserted?
42 residents of
Chadbourne Hall
by Berke Breathed
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Why do campus dogs have to be sodisgusting? It is one thing to havehave these homeless hounds roam
around the mall during the middle of the day,
but why must they take it upon themselves to
educate the UMO community in canine
reproduction?
I, for one, believe this is a terrible disgrace
to the community. There are plenty. of
veterinary courses at this university explaining
this phenomenon. Why do these dogs think
they should show off their talents in public?'
Personally, I am fed up with facing the
embarrassment of being interrupted by the
sight and sounds of dogs mating when I am
walking back from class usually involved in a
serious, intellectual conversation. '
Who really cares about dog's sex lives? I
certainly don't.
Or is that what they want? Do these dogs
want to display themselves? Are they showing
off to other dogs, or to us? What is the deal?
They are certainly not impressing me. I
realize that spring is coming, and campus dogs
are getting excited. This is one spring event
that I am not looking forward to.
The administration thinks Bumstock and
X-rated campus canines
Senior Celebration are disgusting. Has anyone
in this group looked out the windows of his
beautifully furnished office and noticed what is
going on?
I should think not, or there would be a ban
proposed on such activities at the next Board
of Trustees meeting.
But why stop there? Perhaps the new
president of UMO will have some taste and
recognize this as a serious abasemeth of the
university's high standards and reputation.
What about all those campus tours
conducted for interested new students.. ."And
on your left is Lord -Hall. UMO's student
newspaper, the daily Maine Campus is located
in the basement of this building. That door
over there is the easiest entrance to.. .oh, oh
my. Excuse these dogs, parents, things like this
don't usually occur on this campus. Please do
not hesitate to give your child money to
attend the University of Maine at Orono. We
really do have a clean, upstanding environment
here."
An incident such as this could be seriously
detrimental to the future enrollment of UMO.
If I were a parent. I would not enjoy the
thought of my innocent freshman daughter
Patti B. Fink
having to face canine sexuality everytime she
walks through the mall.
Imagine what the alumni must think? If they
think students getting drunk at tailgating is
inappropriate they should take a look at highly
liberated dogs who fornicate in the middle of
the mall at noon.
What about those students who wish to use
the library? Why must they be interrupted by
the howling of aroused dogs? How can anyone
study physics formulas over the gross noise of
dogs reproducing?
Can someone get Barbara Woodhouse, host
of England's television series, "Training Dogs
the Woodhouse Way," to come to UMO and
train these animals to go some place slightly
more private? Maybe she could at least teach
them to go some place more romantic. What
is so stimulating about the mall?
Perhaps the student body could pull together
and _ scream at these promiscuous dogs
whenever they "go for it." Throwing rocks
might be in order but this urge should be
resisted. We do not have to look at bleeding
dogs either.
•
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HE'S CI.HigiNG,
UP To 490_0.
inclinations. After a weekly luncheon with
Reagan that day, however, Bush agreed to sit for
the cameras.
A new spy scandal involving the CIA has
surfaced in Inida. Four prominent Indian citizens,
including two high-ranking military officers, have
been charged in a New Delhi court with pirating
secrets about Soviet weaponry for the United
States. According to British. press reports, the
investigation is expected to reach the highest
levels of Prim Minister Indira Gandhi's
government. The CIA has no official comment
on the matter.
• •
The Reagan administration may propose
legislation that would establish a new fund for
distributing mdhey collected from oil companies
to fund low-income energy assistance programs.
The Energy Department, which has recovered
about $1.3 billion in overcharges since 1973,
currently disburses the money through an escrow
account.
Yet in any one year, the administration would
appropriate only 25 percent of the fund's assets.
Congressional critics of the plan, saying that
consumers deserve full reimbursement, contend
it's aimedmore at alleviating the Energy
Department's budget problems than helping poor
households.
Footnote: Four states—Illinois, Kentucky, New
York and Ohio—are expected to exhaust their
funds for low income energy assistance by the
middle of this month.
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Circuit
Briefly from Washington
WASHINGTON—A White House aide was
working in her office recently when a stranger
entered the room and began rummaging through
desk and file drawers. Duly alarmed, the aide
asked her unexpected visitor what he was looking
for.
ger
Here and Now
Glen and Shearer
"The president will be walking by this office in
the next half hour," the aid recalls his reply.
"Please keep your door closed until he's gone
by." When the aide decided to wait in her
doorway anyway, she found herself standing
between two uniformed guards as Reagan passed.
When this nation's leadership can't even trust
its own staff, one can begin to fathom the
paranoia that's lead to concrete barricades around
the White House and intensive security
precautions throughout Washington.
That paranoia can also been seen in the
grandiose nature of the Defense Department's
$305 billion 1985 b,udget request revealed last
week. That request represents a 13 percent
increase over this year. The Pentagon would like
to devote $107 billion to new weaponry and $34
billion to research and development—a 25 percent
increase in each category.
Cynicism is difficult to resist. The
administration wants as much of the proposed
Pentagon budget hike as it can get. When
confronted with potential terrorism on their very
doorstep, members of Congress may be willing to
give more than the 5 percent real increase that
they approved for 1984.
But even a genuine fear about the world
outside may cloud the clarity with which a
government seeks solutions. As the Washington
Post recently reported, it took only one devoted
follower of Ayatollah Khomeini and $50,000 to
kill 249 U.S. troops and nearly push the
remaining contingent out of Lebanon last fall.
What evidence does the Pentagon have to show
that its hefty purchases of weaponry and
surveillance technology are at all useful given the
tactics of the modern terrorist?
Such questions may be asked in the coming
weeks. We only worry that Washington's present
bunker mentality won't inhi our ability to treat
the Pentagon's shopping 11s with common sense.
***
Vice President did not learn about
President Reagan-% Jeelection intentions until
three days before/ the president's candidacy
announcement, accdrding to aides. When asked,-
during the morn' g staff meeting on Thursday,
Jan. 26, whether he would provide advance
comment for the television networks, Bush
declined sayirt he still didn't know Reagan's
Communique
Friday, Feb. 24 (continued from page 1)
CAPS Seminar. Advanced ASAP, Oh 6. 126
Barrows Hall. 2:30 p.m.
Zoology Seminar. Dr. M.D.B. Burt: "Ultrastructur
Clues to Platyhelminth Phylogeny." 102 Murr
Hall. 3:10 p.m.
Sabbath Eve Service.
4:30 p.m.
IVCF, large group meeting. Damn Yankee,
6:30 p.m.
Planetarium Show. "Sky Lights: The Atmos here."
Wingate Hall. 6:30 p.m.
SEA Movie. "The Stuntman." 101 E/M.L 7 and
9:30 p.m.
Fo'c'sle. Lown Rooms, Union. 7:30 p.m. //
Music Faculty Recital. Baycka Voroniet y, pianist.
Hauck Auditorium. 8 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 25
Underwater Diving Symposium. "Ex oring the Sea:
A Divers View " All day symposium' for divers and
non-divers. Registration in E/M lob y. 10 a.m.
Planetarium Show. "Sky Lights: T e Atmosphere."
Wingate Hall. 2 p.m.
Drummond Chapel, Unkn.
ton.
Newman Center Liturgy. Newman/Center. 4:30 p.m.
SEA Movie. "Blue Thunder." Huck Auditorium. 7
and 9:30 p.m.
Fo'c'sle. Lown Rooms, Union. :30 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 26
MCA Public Workshop. Drummond Chapel, Union.
11 a.m.
Family Entertainment. Anne /Zimmerman, Music and
Song. Damn Yankee, Union 1:30 p.m.
SEA Sunday Movie. "The Russians are Coming,
The Russians are Coming. 101 E/M 2 p.m.
Planetarium Show. "Sky/ Lights: The Atmosphere
and Beyond." Wingate Hll. 2 p.m.
Newman Center Liturgy., Newman Center. 9:30 a.m.
and 6:30 p.m. 101 E/M. 11:15 a.m.
Monday, Feb. 27
Planetarium Show. "The Sky T.onight." Wingate
Hall. Noon
Red Cross Blood Drive. Memorial Union. 11
a.m.-4 p.m.
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Denise Langdon and Larry Rogers preparing a Soup Kitchen
meal. (McMahon photo)
Soup Kitchen offers
alternative to students
by Colin Strainge
Staff Writer
The Soup Kitchen in Fernald
Hall provides students with an
alternative to the regular
cafeteria food or the hassles of
going home and preparing a
meal after a long day on
campus.
By providing single entree
vegetarian meals the Soup
Kitchen is able to keep costs
down which allows students
on a limited budget to take
advantage of thias Residential
Life service.
Anne S. Johnson, dining hall
programs manager, said the
Soup Kitchen began as a one-
night-a-week operation located
in the Ram's Horn, on the
south end of campus, in 1976.
Because of the popularity of
the program it was expanded
to Monday through Thursday
nights. The Soup Kitchen was
moved into the Fernald Hall
Snack Bar in the fall of 1982
because the snack bar was
larger and more centrally
located on campus.
Jesse Holland, the student
manager of the kitchen, said
regular patrons number about
40 or SO and represent a
general cross section of the
campus community.
Entertainment is provided on
a voluntary basis. The
performers recieve a meal on
the night they appear and a
credit voucher for another free
meal, Holland said. The
entertainment ranges from
violin and flute instrumentals
to fleminco dancing and
classical guitar.
Need Cash?
N ZINWNNNINNN .4
.
•
947-6340
.. 'HOW RiN6
Spot cash paid for used
musical instruments
•
: ... '-'—.--1-;--e-r—.--
Audio - Stereos - Records
. . Come see
Tapes - Pianos
Sam's Music Place CatchThe
30 Main St., Bangor Friday 44 Saturday nights
/
r- -0.Stop U'ft. Haynes Truck
U Stillwater Ave. - Orono li
U
'a Mobil Gas & Groceries
'0.L SpecialsLL
itii.
It
u
u$7.99 
-II.L Busch bar bottles -
L Lite 16 oz. bottles $2.59
L MeisterBrau 12 pk-12oz cans $3.99 11.
L Tyteli Lambrusco $1.99 11.
L Cigarettes just 95 cents a pack! 11
L 11
11- U
'. Open 7:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. Sun.-Thurs. -0
'0. 7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m. Fri.-Sat. 11.
'0. 11.
-ftYour neighborhood store for fast LI
11 friendly service at discount prices! ! !
-L -r- I- I-•r-r-r-r- r-r-r-r-r-r-f-r-r- .- --11-
OCandi4acy
Jon Lindsay
41,
(continued from page 1)
YI think the town feels
overshadowed by the university. I
want to know about the town, its
issues. Those people have as much
to say cas students. I don't know a
lot of the issues in the town.. .But
my experience as a student leader
who helped plan and oversee a
$300,000 budget, and my work as a
legislative staff member, provide me
with the background necessary to be
an effective legislator," Lindsay
said.
Lindsay\ was vice-president of the
UMOSG in\ 1982-83, serving under
President Jeffrey Mills. Lindsay
assisted Mill\s successful campaign
for state legislator from Bryant Pond,
and has been working as a Democratic
aide with Bangor State Rep. John
Diamond, Labbe said.
411
JikZ Ciatilx,fkrista46 Main Street Orono, Maine 04473
866-2100 Vieflora
Carnations
$2.99 a dozen
41/
Freshly Served
SANDWICHES
ICE CREAM
FRUIT
HOT & t0E15 DRINKS
HOT 8( COLD ENTREES
DESERTS
MILK -
CANDY
aft. ASSORTED SNACKSDOLLAR BILL CHANGERS
PEPSI
NOP"
AM.
PEPSI
\NIP
• . •..... 
CANTEEN
COMPLETE FOOD & VENDING SERVICE
CANTEEN SERVICE CO 244 PERRY ROAD BANGOR 9455688
•
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Sports
Track star dedicated to the sport for life
by Chuck Morris
Staff Writer
Dedication is not a strong
enough word for John Condon:A
devotion to running. Condon has
run 1,351 days without any break
from his daily roupne. His last
day off dates all tht way back to
June 11, 1980. That was the day
after he lost the Class A State
Meet 880-yard run.
"I had the fastest time in the
Regionals so I was seeded first
and ended up placing second,"
he said recalling that bitter
defeat, "and it bummed me
out.
His dedication shows and last
spring his indoor track team-
mates voted him as the captain
for this year's squad.
"It's probably the biggest
honor I've ever had," he said.
"I'm really pleased that the
people on the team think I'm
worthy of it."
But it was his intense training
that led to his disappointment
last year.
"That was his problem for a
while—he worked too hard,"
head coach Ed Styrna said. "He
was leaving some of his good
times back in his training."
After a frustrating indoor
campaign last year, Condon has
really come into his own this
winter. He has set personal
records in the 880 (1:56.7) and
the 1,000 yard run (2:14.6) this
-year and he credits it to distance
coach O.J. Logue.
"I think O.J. really turned me
around this year, mentally more
than anything else." he said. "I
really believe in his program and
that helps a lot."
UMO track star John Condon warms up for another day of practice at
the UMO fieldhouse. (Morris photo)
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"I'm really pleased he's doing
well this year since he is such a
hard worker," Coach Jim Ballin-
ger said. "It's good to see him
get the rewards of the sport."
Condon, who commutes from
Eddington every morning, has
only been running six years, a
relatively short time for a runner
to reach success, but he doesn't
plan on slowing down.
"After college I don't think I'll
have the time to do speed work
for the half or 1,000," he said.
"I'm looking forward to putting
in a lot more distance than I have
been doing, trying a new route."
"There's always a dream of
becoming good enough to qualify
for the Olympic Trials or
something," he said. "My long
range goal, or dream, is probably
in the marathon or the biathlon,
if it (the latter) ever becomes an
Olympic sport."
Condon has run one serious
marathon to date and he
qualified for Boston with a
2:49:40. He wants to run much
faster in his next attempt at the
26.2 mile event.
Right now, however, he is still
running those middle distance
events and he still finds time to
do speed work on the track.
Saturday against the University
of Vermont. Condon ran away
from the field to post a 2:15.8
victory in the 1,000.
"I felt smooth the whole way."
he said. "I wanted to take it out
fast to get a good time, to help
my confidence for the next meet,
the New Englands."
Condon is giving up any
individual glory to run fresh for
the two-mile relay, as are fellow
realy members Steve Ridley and
Ken Letourneau. These three
and Roy Morris have one of the
fastest times in New England
this winter in the relay and they
believe they have as good a shot
at the victory as anyone else.
"I want to win it," Condon
John Condon
said, "I know we've got a shot
at it If we all run fresh. If we all
can run outbest time of the seas-
on we have a shot at it. I ,know
that's how everyone on the team
thinks. We are all psyched."
No matter how Condon fares
this weekend at Boston' Univer-
sity, you will undoubtably see
him Sunday in Eddington run-
ning with the sunrise or sunset.
If you ask him what keeps him
going he will probably say, "As
long as I'm running well, it
(running every day) must be
working. If I come to a bad spell
it (running) is very tough, but I
just think about how I'd feel if I
missed a day."
"The main thing is, as far as
running goes compared to any
other sport. it's all up to you. You
have no one else to rely on, you
have to produce."
:"Ihe feeling it gives you, just
to ge out and be by yourself if
yod want to: I guess the feeling
when it's over, more than
anything else. The feeling that
you've accomplished some,,
thing."
"We're going to miss him
when he graduates." Styrna
said.
Consult the ,Oracle!!
He will answer any and all questions
The Maine Campus presents
Psychit Steven Brown-
Workshops Wednesday, Feb. 29 7-10 p.m. and
Thursday, March 1 7-10 p.m..
Sutton Lounge, Memorial thijoil
Workshops will develop your ability to read people and
objects and obtain past, present and future information.
-
Workshops will also include instruction in:
psychic healing
meditation
self-hypnosis
creative visualization
energy channelling
Psychic readings available thurs 1-4
in North Lown Room. NI tickets $4
Tickets, $4.00, 'available at
Memorial Union 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and at the Maine Canpus
RESERVE NOW!!!
All proceeds go to. Maine Campus Electronic News Room Fund
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Runners sacrifice individual success for team
by Jon Rummler
Staff Writer
Three members of the UMO men's
track team have decided to go for team
points, sacrificing individual events in
this weekend's New England meet
Friday and Saturday in Boston.
Ken Letourneau, Steve Ridley and
John Condon had each qualified for
the meet in their individual events but
they are also members of the two-mile
relay tegm, along with Chuck Morris.
The relay team currently holds the
second fastest time in New England
this season.
These runners had to decide
whether or not to run their own events,
possibly weaken the chances of the
relay, or to put all their effort in the
four-man event.
After deciding not to run ale 1,000
yard run, Letourneau said, "I had to
think of what's best for the team and
not just myself. I'm a little
discouraged, I wanted to double, but
I'm happy we have a chance to win the
New Englands."
Ridley (880-yard run) and Condon
(1,000-yard run) also decided to
sacrifice their events for the possible
two-mile victory.
"Right now we're second to Yale by
one second. We've got a good shot,"
Ridley said.
"If they run the way they did at
Dartmouth they are one of the best in
New England," head coach Ed Styrna
said.
In -addition to the two-mile relay
team, three other Maine performers
have qualified for the meet. ,
Gerry Clapper, who qualified in four
different events, the mile[two-mile.
UMO senior Whitney Leeman is the No. 1 seed in the NE swim meet
starting at 11 a.m. Friday hi the Stanley Wallace Pool. (Arnold photo)
'Weekend Sports
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Swimming (Women) vs. N.E. Championships Home
Track (Men) vs. V. Championsips Away
Track (Women) vs. N.E. ChamOioaships Away
Away
Home
Basketball vs. Rhode Island
Hockey vs. Colby 
Basketball (Men) vs. („olgate
Wrestling vs. N.E. Championships
Track (Men) vs. N..E. Championships
Swimming (Women) vi. N.E. Championships
Basketball (Men) vs. Colgate
Wrestling vs. N.E. Championships
Swimming (Women) vs. N.E. Championships
11:00
11:00
1:00
2:00
2:00
Away
Away
Away
Home
3.000-meter and 5,000 meter, will run
in the two-mile individual race Friday
evening.
"Gerry has a good chance to place.
He's running against some of the best
in the East," Styrna said.
Clapper said. "I've just got to go
down and run my own race. I don't
know who's running so I'll try to get in
second or third position early."
Shot-putter Jeff Shain is going into
his second New. England's with an
enthusiastic and optimistic attitude.
"I'm definitely looking forward to
the meetithis weekend. This is what
I've been training for all year," Shain
said.
"I'm used to the atmosphere,"
Sham said. "I'm hoping the pressure
shakes up some of the freshmen."
Styrna said, "I haven't seen the
latest rankings but I'm sure Jeff will
R. T. French-Widmer Eastern College
Divison I Poll
1...Georgetown (20) 232 218 pts.
2. 'Temple (2) 20-2 196 pts.
3. Syracuse 17-5 1/5 p'ts.
• 4. St. Joeph's (PA) 18-5 140 pts.
5—loria 20-5 122 pts.
6. St. Peter's 19-4 76 pts.
7. St. John's 15-8 75 pts.
8. Boston College 15-8 75 pts.
9. Northeastern 20-4 68 pts.
10. Villanoya 13-10 42 pts.
have to throw real well to ''place.
The final member making the squad
is freshman triple-jumper Tim Vose.
"Vose will have to do extremely well
to place," Styrna said.
Vose said, "I might place di have a
good day. I think it'll be fun just to
watch people who are better than me. I
have a few years to go," Vose said.
In reference to the team's overall
placing in the meet, Styrna said, "if
we just break in the scoring I'll be
happy."
"The big battle Should be between
Northeastern and Boston University
for the overall title. I'm not sure if any
Ivy League teams will be running, if so
they could also be a factor," Stymie
said.
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University of Southern Maine
announces a new two-year master's degree program in
Public Policy and Management
Anterdisciplinary program balances the realities
of clinical work with the rigors of academic pursuits.
•Prepares women and men for careers in public
policy analysis, development, and management.
•Focuses upon regional, state, and local policy
within the context of national social, and econo-
mic changes.
For luither information write or call: Mar,I( R. Shedd,
Director, Pubiic Policy and Management Program, Unt-
-votsity of Southern Maine, 96 Falmouth Street, Portland,
Wine 04103 (207-7E0-4380)
0 a unit of the University of Maine
Thrift ay
Food and Beverage Center
Ororth's largest independent grocery and
•beverage center
"Where all you save is money:
nickles, dimes and dollars"
Agency Liquor Store- Kegs & Taps- Cold Beer & Wine--
HO
SPECIAL
Beat This Price
Genessee Beer
5 case.97 of 24 bolt.
Bar Bottles
i. 8 p.m. to Sat 8 p.m.
imit one per Cu em
Budget Sa er
Rolling
Rock Beer
1.97 six pack
6-12 oz. cans
a six for under 2 buck
F i. to Fri. Spec.
Not responsible for typographic errors. While supplies last.
Wee en
12-Pack Special
Meister Brau
or
• Genessee Beer
3.97
12-12 oz. cans
rida and Saturday • ly
Li it o
Stroh'
19.97
'A Barrel
ar prox. 100-10 oz. glasses
Taps Available,
No Deposit
Fri. & Sat.
We reserve the right to limit quantities.
(1
This photo was taken in the Memorial Gym weight room one
morning as some weight lifters got an early jump on the day.
(Hawkins photo)
r Sea and
Ski
.1:11
Big screen skiing and surfing
video!
Prizes of sunglasses and ski
goggles to the best dressed male
and female surfers and ski
bums!
Due to a conflict of interest
beer can not be served.
hosted
by the
'stompers'
---N
Lengyl Gym Friday, March 2,
9:00-11:00
Tickets in advance:
Students 5.00, General 6.00
Day of show:
Students 6.00, General 7.00
On sale in the Memorial Union Or
call 581-1802
1/4...All other festivities will go on!
0 -101 10 -101 10C 101 101 101 10l--0110
1
I
0
University Quik Stop
Stillwater Ave, Orono
Specials
Pabst Blue
Ribbon bar bottles $7.99 &det ax.
Genesee bar bottles $199 ter
Full or self-service Citgo Gas!
•
ti
9
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Wrestlers travel to UM-ass
for 1VE tournament
• by. Bob McPilee c,
:Staff Writer
The UMO' wrestling team 'Will leave'
Friday morning for the University of
Massachusetts to compete in the New
England Wrestling Tournament.
The team will weigh-in at 6 p.m.
Friday and begin wrestling Saturday at
1 p.m. For wrestlers who advance in
the preliminary rounds there will be a
full day of wrestling Sunday until 6
p.m.
"This is a hard part of the season
because everyone determines the type
of season a team has by the suceess
you have in the tournament," coach
Nick Nicolich said.
The Black Bears are almost injury
free except for 118 pound freshman
Roger Baldacci whg stistained__&neci
injury and is questionable for the
tournament.
One hundred twenty-six pound
Chris Scarcella, 4-8 this season, will
wrestle. Scarcella pinned sophomore
Joe Goodman this week in a
wrestle-off to determine which one
would wrestle.
At 134 pounds. sophomore Scott
Carzo 9-3 will try to avenge two losses
to Boston University and the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire last weekend
and get back on the winning track.
Senior Scott Wilder 6-9-1 in the 142
pound division will attempt to finish
his four-year career at UMO with a
strong performance.
At 150 pounds sophomore Pat
Kelley. 13-5, is fully recovered from a
225225?
Trophies for most
miles run and
most money raised
Last year the Brothers
and Little Sisters of PHI
GAMMA DELTA raised
over $10,000. This year
the sky is the limit.
This weekend you and •
your friends come on
over to the Memorial
Union fieldhouse between
12 noon on Saturday and
12 noon on Sunday to
cheer on the nearly 400
runners which are
devoting their time and
energy to "Run cancer
out of our lives forever".
hyperextended elbow he suffered last
w eekeod.
Brett Seamans (158 pound division)
is 14-1 and lost his first match of the
year last weekend.
First-year student Carl Cullenburg,
13-5, in the 167 pound division is
anxious for the tournament to begin.
"I'm ready and the team is ready."
he said.
Senior captain Maynard Pelletier.
10-1, at 177 pounds has not lost since
December, to an Olympic wrestler
from a club in Montreal.
Junior Tim Hagelin (190 pounds)
14-5, and heavyweight Ewen MacKin-
non, 10-4. should also wrestle well.
MacKinnon beat Paul Hughes in a
wrestle-off this week.
The Black Bears have finished fifth
N.E. for the last—Iwo years and
Nicolich is hoping to close the gap.
"The wrestlers realize what their
mistakes were last week and despite
the losses they have had a great
attitude all week in practice," he said.
"Everyone realizes what they have
accomplished this year so whatever
happens this weekend will not ruin it,"
Nicolich said.
9_952 9_52 52525-6?_52 S-25? 52_57S225-87525?
This Weekend the
FIJI
24-Hour
Relay Marathon
with proceeds going to
the Maine Division
- American Cancer Society
Prizes!
Awards!
12
25-6662952225252562.9_29_95825252_956258 Z95252999_5829952V25? 5? 52 5 252952525815 252 525751_525-6-,
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Stop in for all your GAS, BEVERAGE
& MUNCHIE needs
Open until 11:00 p.m. Friday est Saturday
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Bears stomp Colby Mules, 5-2
UMO's Todd Bjorkstrand attacks the Colby defense in a futile effort
to score off Mules' goalie Walt Edwards. Despite this missed shot, the
Bears netted five goals to cag,ture a 5-2 victory over the Colby Mules
Saturday in the Alfond Arena. (McMahon photos)
by Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writer
Junior ggalie Pete Smith made his first start at the Alfond Arena since
last Februiry and led the UMO hockey team to a 5-2 victory against the
Colby Mules Saturday afternoon before a crowd of .2,200 people_
Smith, who was making his third appearance and second stair of the "—
season, turned aside 40 of 42 Colby shots, most of which came while the
Mules were on the power play.
Saturday's victory was Maine's second against Colby this season. The
Bears defeated the Mules 2-1 at the Downeast Classic on lan.7 at the
Cumberland County Civic Center in Portland. Smith was the starting
goalie in that victory also.
Smith, who went home to Minnesota for his grandmother's funeral
earlier in the week, said he was happy with the way he played and that
he had the chance to play:, .
"I knew I could play well if I got the chance to play," Smith said.
"It felt great to get in there. The guys have been behind me all year.
Everyone played really well in front of me.
"The game gave me a lot of self-confidence. I've worked hard all year
and I guess it paid off."
Maine's freshmen corps paced the scoring attack as the rookies netted
four out of the five goals.
Steve Santini scored two goals and assisted on Jim Purcell's game
winning goal to lead the Bear offense. Left wing Kevin Mann chipped in
a goal and two assists to help Maine to its fifth-straight victory at home.
Trailing 1-0 in the second period, Bear center John McDonald tied the
game with his ninth goal of the year.
Defenseman Scott Smith shot a wrist shot from the blue line and
McDonald collected the puck at the bottom of the left circle and fired a
shot to the near corner past Colby goalie Walt Edwards.
Santini gave Maine its first lead five minutes later at the 6:20 mark on
a Bear power play.
Todd Bjorkstrand, from the right  of the net, sent a crossing pass to
Santini who knocked it in the goal from the left slot only :10 into the
power play.
Maine took a 3-1 lead with only :17 remaining in the second period on
Purcell's fifth goal of the year.
Santini, the Yonkers, N.Y. native who made the team as a walk-on,
collected the puck along the right wing boards and sent a soft Shot
toward the Colby goal. Purcell redirected the puck from in front to the
right of Edwards for a two goal Black Bear lead.
Colby closed the gap to 3-2 five minutes into the third period on a
power play goal by Vin Paoiucci.
After stopping Paolucci's shot, Smith accidently knocked the puck
into the goal with his stick. The puck struck Smith and then the crossbar
before laying to rest in the crease. Smith, who was down on the ice,
tried to. clear the puck out with his stick but the puck hit the post and
went in the net. —
Santini regained Maine's two-goal lead with 7:59 remaining in the
game when he stickhandled around a Colby defenseman and shot the
puck past Edwards for his fifth goal of the year.
After getting past the defenseman, Santini momentarily lost the puck
when Edwards poke-checked him with his stick. The puck bounced off
Santini's shin pads and he fired a backhander into the goal.
Mann finished the scoring with 1:25 left in the game.
Ray Jacques passed the puck to Mann who was standing in the right
slot and Mann knocked it home for his ninth goal of the year.
Semler said it was an evenly played game, very similar to the first
meeting of the year in January.
"Their conservative style of play was very effective," Semler said. "It
made it hard for us to get to the puck and to get good scoring
opportunities. Pete Smith played great. He made some really big saves
for us."
Maine is now 14-9 overall and is 7-13-1 in ECAC play.
Maine will play its last game of the season Monday night when it
hosts the University of Vermont.
Semler said that freshman goalie Jean Lacoste will start in goal for the
Bears against Vermont.
Monday's game will be the last game for Black Bear seniors
Bjorkstrand and Paul Giacalone. The game will also end the coaching
careers of Maine's Jack Semler who has announced that this season will
be his last.
TAM
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Intramural Round up 
* Basketball playoffs begin *
Wawa,
4:-
Cyclones
Dormitory League B League
53
Quaff Brigade 47
Oxies 53
Wahoos 40
Exponents 78
1st Cumb. 43
Roadducks 40
Airborne 59
Hart Heroes
Yukon Jacks 39
Aroost. 4th 52
2 No. 69ers 54
Heartbreakers 61
Gannett 2S 5
Faculty/Staff League
Shutenpari 47
Empathetic 8 46
Shutenpari-CHAMPS
Cyclones 57
Oxies
Exponents 58
'1st Cumb. 43
Airborne
Hart Heroes
2nd No. 69ers 88
Heartbreakers 59
(playoffs continued on page 7)
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Cyclones
Exponents
Hart Heroes
2North 69ers
1. North Carolina
2. Georgetown
3. Houston
4. Kentucky
5. DePaul
6. Illinois
33
45
23-1
24,2
24-3
19-3
19-2
20-4
7. Nevada-Las Vegas 24-2
8. Oklahoma 24-3
9. Texas-El Paso
10. Tulsa
11. Arkansas
12. Memphis State
13. Purdue
14. Duke
15. Wake Forest
16. Syracuse
17. Temple
18. Washington
19. Auburn
20. Oregon State
23-2
23-2
22-4
20-5
19-5
22-6
19-5
18-6
21-3
19-5
17-6
19-6
Exponents
Championship Round
Monday
2/27 9:45
did not play.
beat Boston College 83-70.
did not play.
beat Georgia 66-64.
did not play.
lost to Purdue 59-55.
did not play.
beat Iowa State 93-69.
beat New Mexico 75-66.
beat Southern Illinois 111-90.
did not play.
did not play.
beat Illinois 59-55.
lost to Georgia Tech 58-56.
did not play.
beat Pittsburgh 66-65.
lost to La Salle 80-79, OT.
beat Stanford 68-63.
lost to Lousiana State 81-80.
lost to Arizona 69-58.
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APPLICATIONS NOW BEING
ACCEPTED FOR
Interdormitory Board
SECRETARY
It is a salaried position.
Work study or Non-Work study
Requires clerical skills.
Apply between 9 am-4 pm
at student government office
third floor, Memorial Union
IDB is a board of Student Government
at 101 DI 101 191 101 191 101 at 10
-41
These
the 2,
past
the r
These weary students were among the many who participated in
the 24-hour Fiji marathon which was held in the fieldhouse this
past weekend. These runners get a few minutes of rest before
they return to the track. (McMahon photo)
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Did you know...?
Ben Jones trained the niost
Kentucky Derby winners, a total
of six. He had five winners in the
silks of the Calumet Farm and
one for thb Woo!ford Farm.
Frank SeIvy of Furman scored
100 points in a basketball game
against Newberry in 1954 to set
an NCAA major college record.
Big screen
video!
Prizes of sunglasses and ski
goggles to the best dressed male
and female surfers and ski
bums!
Due to a conflict of interest
beer can not be served.
skiing and surfing
Over a nine-game span in
basketball in 1978, Ray Voelkel
of American University set a
major college record by making
25 consecutive field goals.
Only two apprentice jockeys-
have won the Kentucky Derby,
Ira Hanford on Bold Venture in
1936 and Bill Boland aboard
Middle ground in 1950.
hosted
by the
LitirkmPel 
r
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Lengyl Gym Friday, March 2,
9:00-11:00 ,
Tickets in advance:
Students 5.00, General 6.00
Day of show:
Students 6.00, General 7.00
On sale in the Memorial Union Or
call 581-1802
All other festivities will go on!
Consult the Oracle!
He will answer any and all qustions
The Maine Campus presents Psychic Steven Brown
Workshops Wednesday, Feb. 29 7-10 p.m. and Thursday, March 1 7-10 p.m.
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union
Workshops will develop your ability to read people and objects and
40. obtain past, present and future information.
Workshops will also include instruction in:
psychic healing
meditation
self-hypnosis
creative visulization
energy channelling
Psychic readings available
Thurs 1-4 in
North Lown Room.
All tickets $4
Tickets,$4.00, available at Memorial Union 10 a.m. to 4p.m.
and at the Maine Campus
RESERVE NOW!!!
All proceeds go to Maine Campus Electronic News Room Fund
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USFL opens second season
by Dave Goldberg
AP Sports Writer
The United States Football League begins its
second season Sunday with six new teams, an
influx of some "name" players and a still-pressing
question on which its survival may depend: Is a
football-glutted nation ready to accept the sport
year-round?
If the USFL is to survive, this is the key
season. Two-year contracts with ABC and ESPN,
which have provided about $30 million, will
expire—and while league officials say they are
confident of richer renewals, neither network has
made a commitment.
Taking the field in USFL uniforms Sunday will
be such old and new stars as Mike Rozier, Brian
Sipe, Gary Barbaro, Jim Kelly and Doug
Williams, joining Herschel Walker and Kelvin
Bryant as names that run tripplingly off the
tongue of most football fans.
All are products of a hard-sell, big-spending
talent hunt that brought  the league reams of
publicity as well as a few new stars.
But Rozier and the others also face
disadvantages.
They will be playing in a season in which
football is an alien intruder for many Americans.
They will be playing in an era when football on
TV may have peaked. Both college football and
National Football League ratings were off last
season and one reason suggested was that year-
round football left fans with no off-season.
USFL commissioner Chet Simmons hopes for a
TV rating of 7.0 from ABC from 6.2 a year ago
and average attendance of 35,000. By NFL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
PHILADELPHIA STARS
'UVLaw Gen, t:rils
WASHINGTON FEDERALS NEW JERSEY GENERALS
The USFL had three divisicins in 1983. This
year there are four in two conferences—Eastern
the Atlantic and Southern divisions, and the
Western the Central and Pacific divisions. Eight
teams will make the playoffs, two from each
division.
In the Atlantic, Coach Jim Mora's Philadelphia
Stars still appear to be the class team, with free-
spending New Jersey as the challenger.
Led by running back Kelvin Bryant, league
MVP last season and a solid no-name defense led
by linebacker Sam Mills, the Stars had the best
USFL regular season record, 15-3. The main new
addition is rookie defensive end William Fuller
from North Carolina.
In New Jersey, Trump's payroll of $5
million—S2 million more than the league's next
highest-salaried team and double the average—has
turned over a 6-12 team. New Coach Walt
Michaels has eight new defensive starters, led by
Barbaro, an ex-Kansas City Chiefs safety, and
has brought in Sipe to play quarterback.
Pittsburgh, coached by former Stars' assistant
Joe Pendry, will depend offensively on Rozier and
quarterback Glenn Carano, a former third-
stringer with the Dallas Cowboys. Carano's Dallas
teammate, Bruce Puther, is the most recognizable
defensive player.
In Washington, running back Craig James,
injured much of last season, is the quality player
on a team that was 4-4 last year. The Federals
have picked up quarterback Reggie Collier from
Birmingham, for whom he played sparingly in an
injury-plagued 1983.
standards—Sunday afternoon ratings of 14 and
attendance of 60,000—those numbers aren't huge.
By USFL standards, they may be enough to get
ABC to renew.
While the league has a collective
identity—thanks to free-spending owners like New
Jersey's Donald Trump and media flurries caused
by the USFL flirtations with Billy Sims, Walter
Southern Division
famisa Ray
TAMPA BAY BANDITS
Payton and Lawrence Taylor—that identity hasn't
carried over to USFL teams.
Season ticket sales are not better than last year.
Even league officials concede the USFL could use
the kind of boost that Walker's signing gave it a
year ago.
Simmons said that except for a few markets,
ticket sales are "VERY PROMISING. The
identity factor is something we have to work on."
The Chicago Blitz drew poorly despite a 12-6
record in 1983 and now it has swapped franchises
with the 4-14 Arizona Wranglers, who are selling
even fewer tickets. The Washington Federals have
sold only 8,000 seats, and the Los Angeles
Express hasn't really caught on.
The identity crisis is compounded by the six
new teams that join the 12 from the USFL's first
season.
And how deep is the USFL's well of money
and what does it mean to the competitive balance
that the league professed as one major goal?
While new owners like Trump, Pittsburgh's
Edward DeBartolo Jr. and Los Angeles' J.•
William Oldenburg were throwing money around,
teams like the Oakland Invaders and Denver
Gold—two of the better drawing franchises last
season—stood pat. What happens to that
attendance if Oakland and Denver drop -from the
middle of the pack to the bottom?
In fact, relatively anonymous USFL teams still
are the rule. Beyond famous rookies and some ex-
NFL starters, the USFL still consists primarily of
free agents, NFL fringe players and outright
rejects.
BIRMINGHAM STALLIONS
Dick Coury was named USFL Coach of the
Year after leading the no-name Boston Breakers
to an 11-7 record. They've been transplanted to
New Orleans, where fans won't have hockey,
basketball and baseball to distract them. The
Breakers have added running backs Buford
Jordan and Mark Schellen. Tight end Dan Ross
also joined the team this week.
Memphis spent millions to sign defensive tackle
Reggie White and quarterback Walter Lewis.
Discounting Coach Pepper Rodgers, who said,
"We may not be a winning team, but we will be
entertaining," most recognizable of the other
showboats is tight end Gary Shirk, the former
New York Giant who also played with the
Memphis Southmen of f3he old World Football
League.
Lindy Infante, long an NFL assistant, coaches
Jacksonville. Matt Robinson is his quarterback,
with rookie Ken Hobart coming on fast.
Tampa Bay, Birmingham and New Orleans
head the Southern Division.
Steve Spurrier's pass-oriented Bandits were 11-7
after a ,9-3 start, as quarterbacks John Reaves
and Jimmy Jordan were injured. Former Green
Bay Packer Mike Butler is expected to shore up
the defense.
Stoudt left Pittsburgh to sign with Birmingham,
and is fighting incumbent Bob Lane for
quaterback. The Stallions, 9-9 in 1983, also
signed running "nick Jos. Cribbs of the NFL's
Buffalo Bills.
Defending champion Michigan had its problems
in the preseason. Key players, including
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
MICHIGAN PANTHERS
CHICAGO SLIT:
quarterback Bobby Hebert, held-Out- and guard
Thom Dornbrook, the best offensive lineman,
went down with a knee injury.
But in a division with three expansion teams
and the transplanted Blitz, Coach Jim Stanley's
Panthers should make the playoffs.
Chicago will be led by Evans, one of several
USFL quarterbacks who runs as well or better
than he passes. Mary Levy, who preferred a
ground attack when he coached the Chiefs in the
NFL, is the new coach.
Houston is coached by another NFL veteran,
Jack Pardee,, and is quarterbacked by Kelly, who
spurned the Bills to sign with the Gamblers. But
Kelly won't have Billy Simms to hand off to—a
Detroit judge having ruled Sims' contract with the
NFL's Detroit Lions took precedence over the one
he signed with the Gamblers.
Eoody Widenhofer, former defensive coordinator
for the Steelers, will coach Oklahoma, which is
basically Williams and 49 other guys. One of
them is Mel Gray, the old St. Louis Cardinals'
receiver who came out of retirement.
San Antonio spent much of the preseason in
:ourt, finally getting permission just two weeks
Igo to use 24,000-seat Alamo Stadium for its
lome games. The coach is 63-year-old Gil
itienke, the quarterback is the Rose Bowl's Most
Valuable Player, Rick Neuheisel of UCLA, and
:he best known player is well-traveled Danny
Buggs, the league's second-leading receiver last
year.
(see USFL page 5)
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Spring cleaning gives baseball new look
by Bruce Lowitt
AP Sports Writer
The Baltimore Orioles may be the World
champions - but they're also just one of 26 teams
with an eye on next October.
Across Florida and Arizona, where the air is
warm and dry, stars and youngsters with stars in
their eyes are gathering for spring training.
Camps are alive with the slap of leather on
leather, the crack of leather on wood, the clatter
and crunch of spikes on cement and dirt - and
the grunts, groans and laughter of boys and men.
And an occassional "Hi, I'm..."
In Yuma, Ariz., Goose Gossage is a stopper for
the San Diego Padres. In Sarasota, Fla., Tom
Seaver is a starter for the Chicago White Sox. In
Tempe, Ariz., Gorman Thomas is a slugger for
the Seattle Mariners. And in West Palm Beach,
Fla., Pete Rose-is the Montreal Expos' wealthiest
singles hitter.
It is baseball's first spring since 1958 without
Gaylord Perry, he of the damp delivery, its first
since 1959 without. Carl Yastrzemski in the colors
of the Boston Red Sox, its first sice 1965 without
Johnny Bench clothed in the Cincinnati Red.
Perhaps around the turn of the century, fans
will reflect wistfully on the fact that they are
witnessing baseball's first spring in a couple of
decades or so without Ron Kittle or Darryl
Strawberry.
Kittle was one of the many bright lights in a
1983 season which ended with the Chicago White
Sox celebrating their first flag since 1959.
Strawberry was one of the few bright lights in the
New York Mets' otherwise moribound season.
They were the best of the new boys of the
summer of '83. Perhaps in '84 it will be Joe
Carter of the Chicago Cubs, Tim Teufel of the
Minnesota Twins, J.R. Reynolds of the Los
Angeles Dodgers, Tony Fernandez of the Toronto
Blue Jays, Juan Samuel of the Philadelphia
Phillies, Randy Ready of the Milwaukee Brewers,
Joel Skinner of the White Sox or Ron Darling of
the Mets.
%mum.
For the past week and the next one, the teams'
primary activity will be intramural. They'll be
working a winter of inactivity or banquet cir_cuits
out of their systems, getting back to the basics of
the sliding pit, the pickoff play, the bunt.
But on Saturday in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., the
fun begins in earnest.
It will be more than just workouts and
scrimmages. It will be an exhibition game: the
Orioles vs. the New York Yankees.
A lot of their names and numbers are destined
for the anonymity of minor league teams in
Hagerstown and Greensboro, to be sure. But it
will be baseball nevertheless- for there also will be
Cal Ripken Jr. and Eddie Murray, Dave
Winfield and Steve Kemp, Jim Palmer and Mike
UNITED STATES FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
Pacific Division
Arizona, 12-6 in Chicago last year, immediately
becomes the favorite in the Pacific Division that
was won last year by 9-9 Oakland.
Whatever its name, the team is costing George
Allen his reputation as a veterans' coach. His
standouts are running back Tim Spencer and
wi& receiver Trumaine Johnson, both outstanding
as rookies last year. Rookie defensive end Robert
Smith may be another key man.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Los Angeles lost Coach Hugh Campbell to the
NFL's Houston Oilers and John Hadl was chosen
by Oldenburg and General Manager Don
Klosterman. Tom Ramsey still is the quarterback
working behind an offensive line made up
primarily of high-priced rookies, led by Mark
Adickes of Baylor, who reportedly signed for $2.6
million.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
John Ralston's Oakland Invaders have basically
the same team as last year, minus retired tight
end Raymond Chester. Fred Besana was a
surprise at quarterback, completing 345 of 550
passes for 3,980 yards. Art Whittington is the
principal running back, Gordon Banks the prime
receiver.
* * * * * * * * * * * * *
Craig Morton's Denver Gold, 7-
11 last season, is in the same position as the
Invaders—a few new faces in a rapidly changing
league. Defensive end Dave Stalls, a signee from
the NFL, will anchor the defense. Veteran Craig
Penrose is the quarterback.
ARIZONA WRANGLERS
EXPRESS
DENVER GOLD
Boddicker, Ron Guidry and Ray Fontenot.
Oh, and Tom Underwood and Wayne Gross
and Phil Niekro and Toby Harrah, too.
They are among the teams' newcomers, Gross
and Underwood joining Baltimore from the
Oakland A's, the Yankees acquiring Harrah from
Cleveland and Niekro from Atlanta.
They are only a few of the dozen uniform
changes by veterans. Rare is the senior player
who still wears the emblem he wore in his first
big-league season a decade or more ago. George
Brett, Dave Concepcion, Mike Schmidt, Jim
Rice, Jim Palmer, Steve Rogers, Al Bumbry,
Frank White, Steve Yeager, Robin Yount, Craig
Swan, Charlie Moore, Dwight Evans, Dan
Driessen, Bill Russell, Gary Lavelle, Ron Hodges,
perhaps a few more.
But between the penchant of the owner to seek
instant improvement through trades and the
players -4e- seek instant wealth--through free
agency, some of today's fans really - can't tell all
the players without a scorecard.
Not all teams have made major changes—but
some have undergone veritable facelifts.
Cleveland, for example, has acquired pitchers
George Frazier and Jamie Easterly and infielder
Tony Bernazard and outfielder Brett Butler and
lost outfielder Gorman Thomas, catcher Jim
Essian, infielders Jack Perconte and Harrah.
The Yankees not only are without Gossage but
they've also disposed of pitchers George Frazier
and Roger Erickson -and Larry Milbourne- and
they've also gained pitcher Mike Armstrong and
infielder Tim Foli.
Montreal, losing Burris and pitcher Scott
Sanderson, has aged considerably with the
addition of Rose and infielder Derrell Thomas,
along with pitcher Gary Lucas and outfielder
Miguel Dilone.
Philadelphia's average age, meanwhile, has
gotten markedly younger with the departure of
(see SPRING page 8)
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National Sports Scene 
Former NFL running back to play in USFL
BUFFALO, N.Y. (A13)—A federal
judge said Thursday that running back
Joe Cribbs. formerly with the Buffalo
Bills of the National Football League.
will be allowed to remain with the
Birmingham Stallions of the United
States Football League.
Judge John T. Elfyin of U.S. District
Court told reporters, "I have decided
that the Buffalo Bills have not
sustained the burden of showing the
contract language means something
other than it said."
Elfyin, ruling in the contract
squabble between the two teams, said
the conditions which would have
enabled the thils to-match any offer for
Cribbs' services were not met.
Elhin., who briefed reporters in his
courtroom on the decision, said he had
hoped to file a written decision
Thursday but that had not been
possible.
. "It is etched in stone. I know exactly
what my decision is," he said.
"Everything is down in writing but has
not been manufactured by my
secretary as of yet."
Cribbs is scheduled to play Sunday
when Birmingham opens the 1984
USFL season against the New Jersey
The Bills maintained that when
Cribbs' original contract with them
ran out, a "right of first refusal"
clause in the contract gave them the
right to match offers made to Ctibbs
by any other professional football clause in the Bills contract was
team. ›uperseded by a similiar clause in the
But lawyers for Cribbs and the collective bargaining agreement ,be-
tween the NFL and its players
association. That clause in the
league-wide agreement, Fuzak said,
applied onry to first refusal by NFL
Generals. • teams, not teams in other leagues.
The Cribbs' ruling comes a week Cribbs, 26, who played his college
after a judge in Detroit ruled that argued,in con hall at Auburn. Was picked by the Bills
running back Billy Sims' contract with there was-fiottiing in the contract in_the second round of the 1980 NFL
the -U-SFL—was-void—and—that his tangualgez_that Jimited theAause to draft. He rushed for more than 1,000
subsequent contract with the Detroit NFL-teams. yards in each of his first two seasons as
Lions of the NFL was valid. ,-"He said the clause applied to all pro a pro.
Stallions argued that was not so. They
maintained that the way the 9ontract
was worded, it applied onlyto offers
from other NFL teams,-not' all pro
teams,
Ralph Halpren, the Bills' lawyer;
earlier this week that
teams and that "certainly includes the
Birmingham Stallions of the USFL or
Canadian teams."
Cribbs' lawyer, Victor Fuzak,
contended that the right of first refusal
Spinks retains light heavyweight title
A TLANnt CITY, N.J. (AM—
Michael Spitiks, missing many pun-
ches but still landing often with power,
scored a unanimous decision over
Eddie Davis Saturday and retained the
undisputed light heavyweight -cham-
pionship.
The 12-round bout was marked by a
wide disparity in the scoring.
The unbeaten Spinks appeared to
build a big lead in the ficst half of the
fight, then put down a Davis rally by
winning the final two rounds.
Judge Carol Castellano scored it
115-114 for Spinks. But Larry Hazzard
saw it 118-111 for the champion and
Joe Cortez had it 119-W9, much to the
displeasure in the,-6owd at Resorts
International. , -
The AP,-scored it 116-112, eight.
rounds tefour for Spinks and gave the
champion the final two rounds.
It was one of those Atlantic City
decisions," complained Davis. "He's
the champ, they gave it to him. I
thought I won without a doubt."
Spinks disagreed. "I didn't think it
was very close. The audience, his fans,
may have thought it was. But I didn't
think so," he said.
The victory cleaned up Spinks'
championship dealings with the Davis
family. On Sept 18, 1982, the
27-year-old Spinks retained the World
Boxing Association championship with
a ninth-round knockout over Davis'
younger brother, John.
Spinks, who had scored 17 knock-
outs in winning his first 24 fights,
never had the 32-year-old Davis in
danger of going down although he did
land several hard right hands and left
hooks to the head.
Davis. who was stopped in the 15th
round in a bid for the World Boxing
Council title by Dwight Muhammed
Qawi on Nov. 20, 1982, had flipped
many of Spinks' punches but in the
' -7"1"-
_
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first six rounds he often failed to punch
back after making the champion miss.
"It is do or die for me," Davis said
before the fight. "This is the last
chance I'll get."
And beginning in the-eighth round
he fought like a man who knew it was
now or never. In the eighth Davis,
1731/2, hurt the 6-foot-2 Spinks. 172,
with a right to the head ear' and then
rocked him with a left hook late in the
round.
Spinks. of Philadelphia. earned
$400,000 in running his record to 25-0
with 17 kayos.
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(basketball playoffs continued)
Dormitory A Division
Assasins 47
knockers 55
3rd Chad. 52.
Knockers 42
Hoopsters 38
Scums 61
Scums 68 2/27 8:30
Main Dish 69
Championship
Monday
Independent League
Codfish 56 B Division
Codfish
Incredible Dead 54
Jerry" Kids 55
Zoomies 39
Profession Idiots .43
Rowdies 40
Aces
Jerry's Kids
Profession
„ Idiots
80
Old Gold Alumni 67
70 I West Siders
Westsiders
Codfish
Championship
Monday
2/27 8:30
A Division
Aces
Phi Slamma Jamma 58
Beerballs 66
Beer bails
Partial Differentials
hampionship
Monday
2/27 7:15
Fraternity League
ATO 58
D.U. 58 S.C. 64
S.C. 64
SC 48
DTD
SAE
DTD
Division A
DTD 56
PEK
SPE
SPE
BTP
PKS
PKS
Championship
Monday?'
2/27 8 p.m.
DTD 53
TKE 20
Division b
DTD
TEP 53
BTP 27
TEP
ATO
ATO
SPE
SAE
SAE
Championship
Monday
2/27 8:30 p.m.
You Can Buy
This Baby A
Lifetime!
Support
March of Dimes
BIRTH DEFECTS FOUNDATION
SENIORS TAKE THE CHALLENGE
David Abbott
Jane Alpert
Karen Amoroso
Carl Arsenault
Christine Barber
Victoria Barton
Grant Bechard
Susan Beltramini
Scott Benbow
Suzanne Berger
Craig Birch
Bradley Bird
Rand Blethen
Michael Bombara
Sharon Bossie
Bennett Bouchard
Michael Boucher
Daniel Boutin
Sam Brackett
The 1984 Senior Challenge Campaign to raise money as a class for
the University is now underway. YOU can join this special project by
signing the pledge card below and returning it to the Senior Challenge
Office, Crossland Alumni Center, Campus (next to Sigma Nu).
These seniors have-already taken the Challenge to donate $100 over a
five year period following graduation:
John Bradbury
Dan Brann
K arola Bryant
James Burkhead
Karen Carr
Chris Cashman
John Chaput
Marc Cone
Julia Conlan
Lauren Cory
Leslie Court
Joanne Courtois
Sandra Cunliffe
Anethia Cyr
Beth Davidson
Barbara Detabio
Daniel Deptic
James Donner
Peter Domino
Diana Douglas
Pater Dow
Sheree Dubendris
David Duley
Diana Dunbar
Patrick Dunn
K aten Dutton
Helen Dyer
Erik Espling
Mark Estabrook
Kurt Fischer
Susan Fitzgerald
Jeffrey Fitzpatrick
Edward Flaherty
Sean Flathers
-1..2slie Fletcher
Bruce Foley
Maureen Fox
Andrew Frawley
Lee Frothingham
Tammy Gardiner
Suellen George
Paul Giacalone
Melissa Goldberg
Robert Gordon
Renee Gray
Jeff Guiou
Eric Hakmiller
Ellen Hall
Susan Hal!
William Hamilton
Wanda Hamilton
Laurie Harlow
Teresa Henchey
Kenneth Higgins
Douglas Hogue
K avin Holyoke
Melissa Hovey
Stephanie Humphrey
Susan Jones
Charles Jordan, Jr.
Scott Kieffer
Chris K ripas
Tina Krzyna
Debra Lane
Jayne Larden
Maureen Largay
Pamela Laskey
Debra Leavitt
John Lefebvre
Julie Lersch
Bonnie Long
Frank Magoon
Monies raised from this senior project will benefit
academic scholarships, athletics, arts and special needs of
many' departments on campus! YOU can make a
difference!
ACT NOW-BEFORE MARCH 9!!!
Send in your pledge today!
1984 Steering Committee: Susan Hall, Lynn Simard, James
Doliner, Steve Ritzi- 581-1132
DO MORE
IN '84
Bradley Marston
Laurier Maurais
Kim Mayor
Deene Mayo
Robert McDougall
Deborah McGillan
Wendy McGovern
l'John McKeon
Martha McLaughlin
Sheryl McPhee
John Mills
Wendie Moore
David Moore
Melinda Morris
Martina Moscone
William Moseka
Benjamin Moylan
Melissa Murphy
Michael Nadeau
Thomas Nash
Matthew Nicknair
Derek Norcross
James O'Connor
Joe Odencrantz
Lisa Olivier
Duane Pease
Diana Petrakos
Laurie Pierce
Mary Pietkiewicz
Robert Pomeroy
David Pooler
Jane Proulx
Charles Quimby
Mark Ratte
Lisa Ravelo
David Raven
Elizabeth Reycroft
Steven Ritzi
Dennis Rivard
Stephen Salmon
Karen Shaeffer
Jo-Anne Shibles
Barbara Shimko
Lynn Simard
Dennis Smith
Jeffrey Smith
Richard Smith
Troy St. Pierre •
Rod Stafford
Brian Stewart
Eleanor Stewart
Robert Stolz
Stephen Stresser
Debra Sutton
V. Renee Swedberg
Nancy Swett
Kent Thalacker
John Thomas
Mark Tordoff
Philip Towle
Linda Trubiano
Lisa Ugone
A. Richard Vannozzi
Debra Verrill
Susan Waite
Paula Warchol
Miriam White
Scott Wilkins
Stephen Wilson
Michelle Wood
Rebecca Woods
Timothy Wyckoff
1984 SENIOR CHALLENGE
1-2-3-4-5-YEAR PLEDGE PLAN
2t1,255)OFOR NEW 'ALUMNI 40
DO MORE IN "84
a program of the Annual Alumni fund
Unrversity of Marne al Orono
UMO General Alumni Association
. .
Nome.
Home Address
YES, I pledge $100 00 over a 5-year
period to the Senior Challenge Pro-
gram This pledge to the Annual
Alumni Fund for the University of
Maine at Orono entitles me to The
Marne Alumnus and ali other gifts
for this level of giving
_
Signature of giver Studer+, I (-)
Signature of solicitor Student I DI
City: Zip
Please notify the DMO Alumni Assoc .:elan of any change of address so we can keep copies of Ore Moine
Alumnus coming on o regular hos,
. 
- 
•
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Red Sox vets
arrive early at
spring training
camp
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. (AP)—
Third baseman Wade Boggs, the
1983 American League batting
champion, and veteran outfiel-
ders Dwight Evans and Rick
Miller checked in three days
early Saturday for voluntary
workouts at the Boston Red Sox'
training camp,
They joined first baseman
Dave Stapleton, second baseman
Jerry Remy, shortstop Glenn
Hoffman, designated hitter-first
baseman Mike Easier and
outfielders Jim Rice and Reid
Nichols in getting a head start on
other fielders.
It makes you feel pretty good
to-see so many players working
out on their own," Manager
Ralph Houk said. "However,
we'll stick with our schedule.
There won't he any batting
practice until all the hitters are
here for the first full squad
workout Tuesday.
We have so many players
here we could field a team,"
General Manager Haywood Sulli-
van said. "There's our entire
regular infield out there. There
are the outfielders and even a
Boggs, who hit .361 in his
second major league season, took
infield practice, then headed for
the batting cage.
"I had the flu recently, but I
feel fine now and I'm ready to
go," he said after the one-hour
drive from his home in Tampa.
Southpaw Bruce Hurst, who
suffered a twinge in his back
Friday. took whirlpool treatment
while other pitchers worked on
fielding from the mound on the
sixth day of training.
"There's a little stiffness, but I
expect to be back out there
_
tomorrow." Hurst said.
• Spring
—(continued from page 5)
Rose. Morgan. infielder Tony Perez
and the pitcher Ron Reed—although
the arrival of pitcher Jerry Koosman
has restored some of those years.
Perez wound up back in Cincinnati,
along with outfielder Dave Parker,
pitcher Bob Owchinko and Brad
Gulden. Oakland added Essian •
infielders Joe Morgan and Bruce
Bochte and pitchers Bill Caudill, Lam
orenson, . Tim Stoddard and Burris
and subtracted Gross and pitchers
Dave Beard and Underwood.
Classifieds
,LOST: A gold double heart necklace
between Lord Hall and the Bookstore
Annex parking lot Friday. If found please
return to the Maine Campus, Advertising
in the basement of Lord Hall or call
x1273.
RAFT GUIDES WANTED. Unicorn
Rafting Expeditions will be on campus to
interview prospective guides, on March I.
Training available. Contact Job Locator
Program, Career Planning & Placement.
Wingate Hall, 581-1343.
FOR SALE: Foosball Table for sale.
$125.00, price negotiable. Call 945-9276 or
947-6811.
Classifieds are- $1.50 for the first
twenty words and 10 cents for each
additional word, per day.
Women hoops ters lose to R
by Dee Brooks
Staff Writer
It has been said that when it rains
it pours. Such was the case for the
UMO women's basketball team as it
lost- to the Rhode Island Rams 109-
67 Saurday in Kingston, R.I.
The Bears, plagued by foul
trouble throughout the game, had
three players foul out of the game.
Senior guard Lisa Cormier fouled
out, having played only 13 minutes;
guard Julie Treadwell played only 17
minutes and junior forward Emily
Ellis played 21 minutes.
The Bears had 34 turnovers in the
game and shot only 33 percent (11
for 33) from the floor in the first
half. The Rams, on the other hand,
shot 65 percent (26 for 40) from the
floor in the first half.
UMO Coach Peter Gavett said the
game was the most poorly played
game of the season for the Bears.
"Right from the gun we played as
poorly as we could play," Gavett
said. ,
Cormier picked-up three quick
fouls with only two minutes gone
the first half and picked up her
fourth with seven minutes left in the
half. Ellis also picked-up four first--
half fouls.
Gavett said junior forwariA Claire
McCoy was the only b1 spot for
the Bears, scorink ATS points and
hauling down 13,-6:Pounds.
Ellis had., ,f5 points and one
rebound wIlte Cormier dropped in
Rams
12 points.
Rhode Island was the last
scheduled game for Maine, whose
record now stands at 14-11. The
Bears will. compete this week in--the
MAIAW playoffs.
Children of a Lesser God
Mark Medoff
A Maine Masque Production
Pavilion Theatre Curtain 8:15 Feb. 28-Mar. 4
Waiter/
Waitress
Bounty Taverne
is now accepting
applications for the
position of part-time
waiter/waitress.
Please apply in
person during the
hour of 8:30-9:30
p.m. on Monday
and Tuesday.
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